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Abstract.

The binomial queue, a new data structure for implementing priority queues that can be efficiently merged, was recently discovered by Jean Vuillemin; we explore the properties of this structure in detail. New methods of representing binomial queues are given which reduce the storage overhead of the structure and increase the efficiency of operations on it. One of these representations allows any element of an unknown priority queue to be deleted in log time, using only two pointers per element of the queue. A complete analysis of the average time for insertion into and deletion from a binomial queue is performed. This analysis is based on the result that the distribution of keys in a random binomial queue is also the stationary distribution obtained after repeated insertions and deletions.

An abstract notion of priority queue efficiency is defined, based on comparison counting. A good lower bound on the average and worst case number of comparisons is derived; several priority queue algorithms are exhibited which nearly attain the bound. It is shown that one of these algorithms, using binomial queues, can be characterized in a simple way based on the number and type of comparisons that it requires. The proof of this result involves an interesting problem on trees for which Huffman's construction gives a solution.
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Chapter One. Priority Queues

A priority queue is a structure for maintaining a collection of items, each having an associated key, such that the item with the smallest key is easily accessible. More precisely, if $Q$ is a priority queue and $x$ is an item containing a key from a linearly-ordered set, then the following operations are defined:

- $\text{Insert}(x, Q)$: Add item $x$ to the collection of items in $Q$.
- $\text{DeleteSmallest}(Q)$: Remove the item containing the smallest key among all items in $Q$ from $Q$; return the removed item.

These actions are referred to informally as insertion and deletion.

A mergeable priority queue is a priority queue with the additional property that two disjoint queues can be combined quickly into a single queue. That is, the operation $\text{Union}(T, Q)$: Remove all items from $T$ and add these items to $Q$ is defined when $T$ and $Q$ are mergeable priority queues; this operation is informally referred to as merging $T$ into $Q$. Any pair of priority queues can be merged by using repeated applications of Insert and DeleteSmallest, but we reserve the qualification "mergeable" for those priority queues which can be merged quickly: merging should not require examining a positive fraction of the items in the queues.

The new results of this thesis, contained in Chapters 2 and 3, are concerned with a particular mergeable priority queue, and with priority queues in general. Chapter 1 is an introduction to the subject of...
priority queues, and it should provide background for the later chapters.

The priority queue was not recognized as a fundamental data structure until quite recently. Several nontrivial priority queue organizations were developed for different applications before the usefulness of a priority queue as an abstraction was pointed out by Knuth in 1973 [28]. It follows that a good introduction to this subject requires not only a study of the data structures and their associated algorithms, but also an appreciation of the diverse applications in which priority queues are useful. We will devote Section 1.1 to a survey of these applications, and describe the known priority queue structures in Section 1.2. Finally, in Section 1.3 we present a summary of the results to be proved in Chapters 2 and 3.
1.1 Priority Queue Applications.

Possibly the earliest application of priority queues was in the implementation of simulation programming languages. Such languages are typically structured around an "event list" which is a record of actions to be performed at given instants of simulated time [2;5;15;30;34]. Thus adding a new action to the event list corresponds to an Insert, and executing the earliest event on the list requires a DeleteSmallest.

An event list generally has extra features which are not part of the definition of a priority queue. One of these is the FIFO property: events with equal times must be performed according to a FIFO discipline, in which the first event entered into the list is the first to be executed. In some situations it is important to be able to remove an arbitrary event (not just the earliest) from the list; in other cases, the ability to locate the event to be executed immediately before or after a given event may be necessary [41].

Another early application of priority queues was in sorting and selection problems. The idea of selection sorting [11;17;28, Section 5.2.3] is to repeatedly remove the smallest of a collection of items and move this item to an output area; hence we can accomplish a selection sort by first filling a priority queue using successive Insert operations, and then emptying the queue by using DeleteSmallest repeatedly.

Priority queues also play a role in external sorting [28, Section 5.4.1]. Many external sorting methods use a technique called replacement selection to form initial runs (sorted subsequences) and to merge runs together; replacement selection is based on alternating insertions and deletions from a priority queue. (Because the queue size does not change during
replacement selection, the full generality of a priority queue is not required.)

A typical selection problem is to find the k largest of n numbers, when n is much larger than k. One solution to this problem begins by inserting the first k numbers into a priority queue. Then for as long as there are numbers which have not been inserted, we insert a new number into the queue and then delete the smallest number from the queue. When this process terminates, the k largest numbers are contained in the queue [28, exercise 6.1-22]. This selection technique is used in an algorithm for random sampling [27, algorithm 3.4.2R].

An obvious application of priority queues, and one which helps motivate their name, is in job scheduling according to fixed priorities. In this situation jobs with priorities attached enter a system, and the job of highest priority is always the next to be executed. Examples of this procedure occur in operating systems and in industrial practice, though in both cases the restriction to fixed priorities may be violated in order to ensure fair scheduling (that is, to prevent a low-priority job from being delayed indefinitely).

Priority queues arise naturally in certain numerical iterations. One scheme for adaptive quadrature maintains a priority queue of subintervals whose union constitutes the interval of integration; each subinterval is labeled with the estimated error committed in the numerical integration over it. In each step of the iteration, the subinterval with the largest error is removed from the queue and bisected. Then the numerical integration is performed over these two smaller subintervals, which are inserted into the queue. The iteration stops when the total estimated error is reduced below a prescribed tolerance. This global
strategy is intended to result in subintervals over which the errors are roughly equal in magnitude [33].

It has been discovered that the use of fast priority queues can improve the efficiency of some well-known graph algorithms. In Kruskal's algorithm for computing minimum spanning trees, the procedure of sorting all edges and then scanning through the sorted list can be replaced by inserting all edges into a priority queue and then successively deleting the smallest edge [24]. If the priority queue is implemented properly this improves the algorithm on most graphs. Other ideas, one of which involves a good mergeable priority queue implementation, have led to more improvements in minimum spanning tree algorithms [3;19]. Similar applications have been found for priority queues in shortest path problems [18;20].

Finally, there is a collection of good algorithms which fall into none of the categories above but which depend on priority queues. Chartres' prime number generator uses a priority queue in a scheme to reduce its internal storage requirements [28, exercise 5.2.3-15]. B. L. Fox has mentioned that priority queues are useful in implementing some discrete programming algorithms [10]. Huffman's optimal code construction operates on a priority queue in just the opposite manner from the numerical iteration discussed above: it repeatedly selects the two smallest elements from a queue, combines them, and inserts the result back into the queue [26, pp. 402-405]. (For this problem, there is actually a better implementation which uses pre-sorting instead of priority queues.) The last of these algorithms that we will mention is the Hu-Tucker optimal binary search tree construction, whose asymptotic running time was greatly improved by using a good implementation of mergeable priority queues [28, pp. 439-444].
1.2 **Priority Queue Structures.**

The most obvious priority queue structure is certainly the linear list. If we keep a priority queue as a list of elements in arbitrary order, then an insertion consists of appending a new item to the front of the list, and a deletion requires searching the entire list to find the smallest key. (This is a mergeable priority queue since with linked lists, two queues can be merged in constant time.) A slightly more subtle method is to keep the list of elements sorted according to their keys; then a deletion is performed by removing the first item from the list, and an insertion requires searching down the sorted list to locate the proper place for the new element.

The sorted linear list was the structure first used to implement event lists, so it is not surprising that this structure can perform the extra operations required for event lists, and that it has the FIFO property. Both of the linear list schemes are easy to implement and are quite efficient when the queue size is small. But both schemes have the drawback that their running time for a single primitive operation grows linearly with the number of entries in the queue. A deletion from an unordered list always requires order \( m \) steps when there are \( m \) items in the list; an insertion into a sorted list requires \( O(m) \) time on the average, whether the list is maintained in consecutive storage locations or in linked form. (Sorted list insertion can be made to run faster if the input has a known FIFO or LIFO tendency.) So both of these methods are slow when \( m \) is large.

A new priority queue scheme was discovered in 1964 by Arne Jonassen and Ole-Johan Dahl [21]. It represents a priority queue as a special type of binary tree, which they call a \( p \)-tree. Any node of a \( p \)-tree having
a null left link must also have a null right link, and the keys in a
p-tree appear in increasing order when the tree is traversed in postorder.

By adding two extra links to each node, it is possible to perform
a deletion from a p-tree in constant time. Insertion requires \( O(m) \) steps
in the worst case, but the analysis in [21] shows that an average
insertion takes only \( O(\log m)^2 \) time. (The analysis applies only to
a queue constructed by successive random insertions, but empirical tests
indicate that deletions do not significantly affect the cost of subsequent
insertions.) The p-tree structure has the FIFO property, and seems very
well suited to event list applications.

In 1964, J. W. J. Williams introduced a data structure called a
heap in connection with his heapsort algorithm [28, pp. 145-149]. The
heap structure uses a linkless representation of a complete binary tree,
 storing the root in location 1 and the offspring of the node in location
k in locations 2k and 2k+1. A heap is further characterized by the
requirement that the key contained in any node must be no larger than the
keys of its offspring; a tree with this property is said to be heap-ordered.
It is easy to see that in any heap-ordered tree, the smallest key appears
in the root. Deletion from a heap requires \( O(\log m) \) time on the average,
and insertion takes \( O(\log m) \) steps in the worst case but only \( O(1) \)
on the average [37]. Robert W. Floyd has demonstrated a bottom-up
method which creates a heap containing \( m \) elements in \( O(m) \) time [9].

Heaps are not difficult to implement, and they use storage efficiently
since no space is needed for pointers within the structure. Items must move
in order to perform insertions and deletions, so if the items are long it is
more efficient to store pointers in the heap, instead of the items themselves.
A potential drawback of heaps is that they require a sufficiently large block of contiguous storage to be allocated in advance. It is possible to represent heaps as linked binary trees, with an upward pointer in each node, but this loses much of the simplicity of the method.

A sorted list becomes a practical priority queue structure for large $N$, given an efficient way of performing insertions into such a list. The balanced tree structure of Adelson-Velski and Landis leads to such an efficient sorted list representation, as described in [4; 28, pp. 463-468]. Both insertion and deletion can be performed in $O(\log m)$ steps. The algorithms are unfortunately quite complicated, but they should be useful in large problems when all of the flexibility that balanced trees offer is needed. An analogous sorted list representation is possible with 2-3 trees [1, pp. 155-157].

The leftist tree, a mergeable priority queue structure based on binary trees, was discovered in 1971 by Clark A. Crane [4; 28, pp. 150-152]. A leftist tree is heap-ordered, and satisfies the further condition that the shortest path from any node to a leaf may always be found by following right-links. This explains the designation "leftist", since these trees are generally slanted toward the left.

The basic operation on leftist trees is merging. It is possible to merge two leftist trees with a total of $m$ nodes in $O(\log m)$ steps; to maintain the leftist structure during the merge it is necessary to keep an extra field in each node which records its minimum distance from a leaf.

An insertion is accomplished by merging a single node into the tree; deletion is performed by removing the root and merging its two offspring. Thus individual insertions and deletions take $O(\log m)$ steps, and insertions and deletions take constant time in the case that insertions
obey a stack discipline. The leftist tree operations are not difficult
to program, but since they require more time and space than corresponding
heap operations it seems that leftist trees are only candidates for
applications where fast merging is required.

Another mergeable priority queue was proposed in 1974 by Aho,
Hopcroft, and Ullman [1, pp. 152-155]. The queue is based on 2-3
trees, a close relative of balanced trees. A 2-3 tree is a tree in
which each non-leaf vertex has 2 or 3 sons, and all leaves appear
on the same level. For the mergeable priority queue, assign items to
the leaves of the 2-3 tree, and assign a label to each internal node
v which gives the value of the smallest key contained in the leaves of
the subtree rooted at v.

With this structure it is possible to perform insertions, deletions,
and merges in O(log n) steps. The algorithms are only described
informally in [1], and are rather involved although not difficult to
follow. Although no careful study has been performed, it seems likely
that this priority queue is harder to implement, requires more storage
(because no items are stored in the internal nodes), and runs more
slowly than leftist trees. The main reason for interest in this structure
is that it supports a claim that anything is possible with 2-3 trees.

The binomial queue, a data structure for implementing mergeable priority
queues, was discovered in 1975 by Jean Vuillemin [32]. The structure
is a special type of forest, each of whose trees is heap-ordered; this
forest can be represented as a binary tree. Chapter 2 considers this
structure in detail, and concludes that binomial queues are preferable
to leftist trees in most applications of mergeable priority queues. They
are also useful in other priority queue applications, particularly if the capability of deleting an arbitrary item from the queue is necessary.

If we assume that the keys in our queue are a subset of \( \{1, 2, \ldots, m\} \), then some interesting specialized priority queue structures are possible. A heap-like structure due to Luther C. Abel [28, p. 153] represents such a queue using only \( 2m - 1 \) bits of memory; it requires \( O(\log m) \) steps for insertion and deletion, regardless of how many items are in the queue. A tree structure discovered by P. van Emde Boas [40] allows insertions and deletions in \( O(\log \log m) \) steps, but the crossover point between this structure and the more straightforward \( O(\log m) \) methods has not been determined.
1.3 Summary of the Results.

The previous section presented a maze of structures for implementing priority queues; how can we choose among them? It is not always possible to base such a choice on nicely quantifiable factors, since programming time and the number of times a program is to be used may weigh heavily in the consideration. The peculiarities of particular algorithms may turn out to be significant advantages or disadvantages in a given situation: the good performance of leftist trees when insertions follow a stack discipline may be essential to solve some problem efficiently, or the sequential allocation required by heaps may be impossible within a certain programming system. We have attempted to convey a feeling for these factors in the discussion of the preceding section.

In spite of these difficulties, it turns out that in many cases our choice of structures should be based on quantities such as how fast a given implementation will run, and how much storage it will use. The storage requirement is usually obvious, but the running time, especially "typical" running time, is generally more difficult to predict. It is possible to gain some feeling about the running time by executing the program several times on "random" inputs, but this procedure is unsatisfactory; it cannot give any significant increase in our understanding of the algorithm being tested. A method which can give us more insight is to determine the expected running time mathematically, under some plausible definition of what is meant by "random" inputs to our algorithm. This approach is called the analysis of an algorithm [26, Section 1.2.10].

Ideally, then, the following chapter should contain analyses of all of the algorithms mentioned in the previous section. But analysis turns
out to be very difficult for complicated priority queue structures. One reason for this is that the structures tend to degenerate from their "random" state (the state brought about by consecutive random insertions) when they are formed by a sequence of insertions and deletions. Such deletion sensitivity tends to complicate the analysis [23]. (Analyses of p-trees [21] and heaps [28;37] have been performed for the case of insertions only.)

Chapter 2 considers one priority queue structure, the binomial queue, in detail. When this structure was introduced by Vuillemin [42], it seemed to be of interest primarily due to its intrinsic beauty and simplicity. We show that the beauty of this structure is much deeper than was previously appreciated, by proving that a random binomial queue remains random even when deletions occur. This result allows us to perform a complete analysis of binomial queues.

We also demonstrate in Chapter 2 that the binomial queue is of greater practical importance than was previously acknowledged. We start by giving new methods for implementing binomial queues which improve the speed and reduce the storage requirements of the structure; one method allows any element of an unknown priority queue containing \( m \) elements to be deleted in \( O(\log m) \) time, using only two pointers per element of the queue. We then compare the running time of a good implementation of binomial queues with the time used by other mergeable priority queues, and see that binomial queues are superior in most applications. This comparison is aided by our analysis of binomial queues, which allows the binomial queue implementation to be tuned for the best performance.

There are enough good priority queue structures in existence to make one wonder how fast any priority queue scheme can run. In general
it seems impossibly difficult to prove results about the minimum number of instructions that must be executed, or memory references performed, in order to accomplish a given task. But interesting optimality results have been proved about sorting, selection, and other problems within more restricted models of computation [28, Section 5.3]. This sort of investigation generally comes under the heading of "computational complexity".

Chapter 3 is concerned with optimality results about priority queues, a subject which has never previously been addressed. We define the efficiency of a priority queue scheme in terms of the number of inter-key comparisons it requires, and prove good upper and lower bounds on priority queue efficiency within this model. We also show that a certain form of the binomial queue algorithm, which is close to being optimal in our model, can be characterized in a simple way in terms of the number and type of comparisons it requires.

The Appendix contains implementations of the binomial queue algorithms in a high-level language. It also contains some of the assembly language implementations used to make the performance comparisons in Chapter 2.
Chapter Two. Implementation and Analysis of Binomial Queue Algorithms

The principal results of this chapter were summarized briefly in the previous section. In Section 2.1 we define the binomial queue structure in rather abstract terms, and in Section 2.2 we give informal descriptions of algorithms operating on this structure. No references to binomial queue implementations are made in these two sections; to a large degree, the conceptual simplicity of binomial queues depends on our ability to think of them in this abstract manner.

Section 2.3 presents several structures which can be used to implement binomial queues. While the original structure proposed for this purpose was a binary tree, none of our new structures are; several advantages are gained from abandoning the standard representation.

In Section 2.4 we define the notion of a random binomial queue, and prove that randomness is preserved in a wide variety of situations. Our analysis of binomial queue algorithms, based on these insensitivity results, is contained in Section 2.5; the end of that section contains a comparison of mergeable priority queue methods.

In what follows we use the terminology for trees given in [26]; in particular, the offspring of any node in a tree are ordered, while in an oriented tree they are unordered.
2.1 Binomial Trees, Forests and Queues.

For each $k \geq 0$ we define a class $B_k$ of ordered trees as follows:

-- Any tree consisting of a single node is a $B_0$ tree.  \hfill (1)

-- Suppose that $Y$ and $Z$ are disjoint $B_{k-1}$ trees for $k \geq 1$. Then the tree obtained by adding an edge to make the root of $Y$ become the leftmost offspring of the root of $Z$ is a $B_k$ tree.

A binomial tree is a tree which is in class $B_k$ for some $k$; the integer $k$ is called the index of such a binomial tree. Binomial trees have appeared several times in the computer literature: they arise implicitly in backtrack algorithms for generating combinations \cite{32}; $B_0$ through $B_4$ trees are shown explicitly in an algorithm for prime implicant determination \cite{36}; a $B_5$ tree is given as the frontispiece for \cite{26}; and oriented binomial trees, called $S_n$ trees, were used by Fischer in an analysis of set union algorithms \cite{8}.

It should be clear from the definition above that all binomial trees having a given index are isomorphic in the sense that they have the same shape. Figure 1 on page 19 illustrates rule (2) for building binomial trees, and Figure 2 displays the first few cases.

An alternative construction rule, equivalent to (2), is often useful:

-- Suppose that $Z_{k-1}, \ldots, Z_0$ are disjoint trees such that $Z_l$ is a $B_l$ tree for $0 \leq l \leq k-1$. Let $R$ be a node which is disjoint from each $Z_l$. Then the tree obtained by taking $R$ as the root and making the roots of $Z_{k-1}, \ldots, Z_0$ the offspring of $R$, left to right in this order, is a $B_k$ tree.
Figure 3 illustrates rule (5) for building binomial trees. The equivalence of (2) and (5) follows by induction on $k$.

For future reference we record some properties of binomial trees, including the property which originally motivated their name:

\textbf{Lemma 1.} Let $Z$ be a $B_k$ tree. Then

(i) $Z$ has $2^k$ nodes;

(ii) $Z$ has $\binom{k}{l}$ nodes on level $l$.

\textbf{Proof.} Trivial induction on $k$. $\square$

For each $m \geq 0$ we define a \textit{binomial forest} of size $m$ to be an ordered forest of binomial trees with the properties:

--- The forest contains $m$ nodes. \hfill (4)

--- If a $B_k$ tree $Y$ is to the left of a $B_l$ tree $Z$ in the forest, then $k > l$. (That is, the indices of trees in the forest are strictly decreasing from left to right.) \hfill (5)

Since by (5) the indices of all trees in the forest are distinct, the structure of a binomial forest of size $m$ can be encoded in a bit string $b_l b_{l-1} \ldots b_0$ such that $b_j$ is the number (zero or one) of $B_j$ trees in the forest. By Lemma 1, the number of nodes in the forest is

$$\sum_{j \geq 0} b_j 2^j; \text{ hence } b_l b_{l-1} \ldots b_0 \text{ is just the binary representation of } m.$$

This shows that a binomial forest of size $m$ exists for each $m \geq 0$, and that all binomial forests of a given size are isomorphic. Figure 4 shows some small binomial forests.
Lemma 2. Let $F$ be a binomial forest of size $m > 0$. Then

(i) The largest tree in $F$ is a $B_{\lfloor \lg m \rfloor}$ tree;
(ii) There are $\nu(m) = (\# \text{ of } 1's \text{ in binary representation of } m)$ trees in $F$; this is at most $\lfloor \lg(m+1) \rfloor$ trees;
(iii) There are $m-\nu(m)$ edges in $F$.

Proof. Obvious. □

Consider a binomial forest of size $m$ such that each node has an associated key, where a linear order $\leq$ is defined on the set of possible key values. This forest is a binomial queue of size $m$ if each binomial tree of the forest is heap-ordered: no offspring has a smaller key than its parent. This implies that no node in a tree has a smaller key than the root. Figure 5 gives an example of a binomial queue.

To avoid dwelling on details at this point, we shall defer discussion of representations for binomial queues until later sections. The timing bounds we give here and in the next section can only be fully justified by reference to a specific representation, but the bounds should be plausible as they stand.

The following propositions relating to binomial queues are essential:

Lemma 3. Two heap-ordered $B_k$ trees can be merged into a single heap-ordered $B_{k+1}$ tree in constant time.

Proof. We use construction rule (2). The merge is accomplished by first comparing the keys of the two roots, then adding an edge to make the larger root become the leftmost son of the smaller. (Ties can be broken in an arbitrary way.) This process requires making a single
comparison and adding a single edge to a tree; for an appropriate tree representation this requires constant time. □

Lemma 4. Let T be a heap-ordered $B_k$ tree. Then the forest consisting of subtrees of T whose roots are the offspring of the root of T is a binomial queue of size $2^k - 1$.

Proof. This follows immediately from construction rule (3) and the fact that subtrees of a heap-ordered tree are heap-ordered. □
Figure 1. Construction of a binomial tree.

Figure 2. Small binomial trees.
Figure 3. Alternative construction of a binomial tree.

Figure 4. Small binomial forests.

Figure 5. A binomial queue of size 5 (with integer keys).
2.2 Binomial Queue Algorithms.

In order to implement a mergeable priority queue using binomial queues, we must give binomial queue algorithms for the operations Insert, DeleteSmallest and Union which were introduced in Chapter 1. In the following informal description of the algorithms we let \( |Q| \) denote the number of elements in a queue \( Q \).

Consider first the operation \( \text{Union}(T, Q) \), which merges the elements of \( T \) into \( Q \). If \( |T| = t \) and \( |Q| = q \), then the process of merging the binomial queues for \( T \) and \( Q \) is analogous to the process of adding \( t \) and \( q \) in binary. We successively "add" pairs of heap-ordered \( B_k \) trees, as described in Lemma 3, for increasing values of \( k \). In the initial step there are at most two \( B_0 \) trees present, one from each queue. If two are present, merge (add) them to produce a single \( B_1 \) tree, the carry. In the general step, there are at most three \( B_k \) trees present: one from each queue and a carry. If two or more are present we add two of them and carry the result, a \( B_{k+1} \) tree. Each step of this procedure requires constant time, and by Lemma 2 there are at most \( \max(\lfloor \log t \rfloor, \lfloor \log q \rfloor) \) steps. Hence the entire operation requires \( O(\max(\log |T|, \log |Q|)) \) time. Figure 6 gives an example of \( \text{Union} \) with binomial queues.

Given the ability to perform \( \text{Union} \), the operation \( \text{Insert}(x, Q) \), which adds item \( x \) to queue \( Q \), is trivial to specify: just let \( X \) be the binomial queue containing only the item \( x \), and perform \( \text{Union}(X, Q) \). By this method, the time required for an insertion into \( Q \) is \( O(\log |Q|) \).

The operation \( \text{DeleteSmallest}(Q) \) is a bit more complicated. The first step is to locate the node \( x \) containing the smallest key. Since
x is the root of one of the queue's $B_k$ trees, it can be found by examining each of these roots once. By Lemma 2 this requires $O(\log |Q|)$ time.

The second step of a deletion begins by removing the heap-ordered $B_k$ tree $T$ containing $x$ from the binomial queue representing $Q$. Then $T$ is partially dismantled by deleting all edges leaving the root $x$; this results in a binomial queue $T'$ of size $2^{k-1}$, as suggested by Lemma 1, plus the node $x$ which will be returned as the value of DeleteSmallest.

The final step consists of merging the two queues formed in the second step: the queue $T'$ formed from $T$, and the queue $Q'$ formed by removing $T$ from $Q$. Since each queue is smaller than $|Q|$, the operation $\text{Union}(T', Q')$ requires $O(\log |Q|)$ time; therefore the entire deletion requires $O(\log |Q|)$ time. Figure 7 gives an example of DeleteSmallest with binomial queues.

In some situations it is useful to be able to delete an arbitrary element of a priority queue, not just the smallest. It is possible to accomplish this with binomial queues by generalizing the tree-dismantling step of DeleteSmallest. Suppose $x$ is the node to be deleted, where $x$ is contained in the $B_k$ tree $T$. Referring back to Figure 1, we can decompose $T$ into two $B_{k-1}$ trees $Y$ and $Z$. Now $x$ lies in either $Y$ or $Z$, and it lies in $Y$ if and only if the root of $Y$ is on the path from $x$ to the root of $T$. So we remove the edge joining $Y$ and $Z$, save the tree which does not contain $x$, and repeat the process on the tree containing $x$ until $x$ stands alone as a $B_0$ tree. When the process terminates, $k$ subtrees have been saved, and they constitute a
binomial queue of size $2^{k-1}$. (Note that when $x$ is the root of $T$, this procedure just deletes all edges leaving $x$.) The deletion is completed with a final Union, as before; the same time estimates also apply as long as we can delete each edge in constant time during the tree-dismantling step.

It is interesting to note that the time bound given for the Insert operation can be substantially improved if we study the effect of several consecutive instructions. Consider the sequence of instructions

\[ \text{Insert}(x_1, Q); \text{Insert}(x_2, Q); \ldots; \text{Insert}(x_k, Q). \]

The time for each insertion is just $O(1) + O(\text{number of edges created by the insertion})$. If $|Q| = m$ initially, the number of edges created by this sequence of instructions is $(m + k - \nu(m+k)) - (m - \nu(m)) = k + \nu(m) - \nu(m+k)$ by Lemma 2. Hence the time for $k$ insertions into a queue is $O(k) + O(k + \nu(m) - \nu(m+k)) = O(k + \log m)$ if the queue has size $m$ initially.

As mentioned in Section 1.2, leftist trees and 2-3 trees can be used to implement mergeable priority queues. The time bounds for Insert, DeleteSmallest and Union using these structures have the same order of magnitude as those given above for binomial queues. But for both of these structures, insertions must be handled in a special way in order to achieve the $O(k + \log m)$ time bound for a sequence of Insert instructions. The naive approach, that of inserting elements individually into the leftist or 2-3 tree, can cost about $\log(k+m)$ per insertion for a total cost of $O(k \log(k+m))$. The faster approach is to buffer the insertions by maintaining the newly inserted elements as a forest of trees with graduated
sizes, such as powers of two. Then insertions can be handled by balanced merges, just as with binomial queues. Individual merges require more than constant time, but the time for \( k \) insertions comes to \( O(k + \log m) \).
(a) Binomial queues of size 3 and 7 to be merged for UNION operation.

(b) After merge of B₀'s; result is carry.

(c) After merge of B₁'s.
(d) Merge completed.

Figure 6. Binomial queue Union operation.
Figure 7. DeleteSmallest on a binomial queue.
2.3 Structures for Binomial Queues.

In implementing binomial queues our objectives are to make the operations described in the previous section as efficient as possible while requiring a minimum of storage for each node. As usual, the most appropriate structure may depend on which operations are to be performed most frequently.

Since a binomial queue is a forest, it is natural to represent it as a binary tree [26]. But not all orientations of the binary tree links allow binomial queue operations to be performed efficiently. Evidently the individual trees of the binomial forest must be linked together from smaller to larger, in order to allow "carries" to propagate during the Union operation. But in order to allow two heap-ordered binomial trees to be merged in constant time, it seems necessary that the root of a binomial tree contain a pointer to its leftmost child; hence the subtrees must be linked from larger to smaller. This structure for binomial queues was suggested by Vuillemin [42]; we shall call it structure V. An example of a binomial queue and its representation using structure V is given in Figure 8(a).

The time bounds given in the preceding section for Insert, DeleteSmallest, and Union can be met using structure V, provided that the queue size is available during these operations. The queue size is necessary in order to determine efficiently the sizes of the trees in the queue as they are being processed. (The alternative is to store in each node the size of the tree of which it is the root; this will generally be less useful than keeping the queue size available, and it will use more storage.) In what follows we shall assume that the queue size is available.
as part of the **queue header**; the other component of the queue header will be a pointer to the structure representing the queue.

One drawback of structure **V** for binomial queues is that the direction of the top-level links is special. This means that in this representation, the subforest consisting of trees whose roots are offspring of the root of a binomial tree is not represented as a binomial queue (as would be suggested by Lemma 4); the top level links are backwards. Structure **R**, the ring structure shown in Figure 8(b), eliminates this problem. In this structure smaller trees are always linked to larger ones, except that the largest tree points to the smallest. Downward links point to the largest subtrees, as before. It appears that structure **R** is slightly inferior to structure **V** for insertions, but is enough better for deletions to make it preferable for most priority queue applications. Structure **V** has some advantages for implementing the fast minimum spanning tree algorithm [4], since the ordering of subtrees helps to limit stack growth in that algorithm. (The stack can be stored in a linked fashion using the deleted nodes, thereby removing this objection to structure **R**.)

Neither of the structures described so far allows an arbitrary node to be deleted from a binomial queue, given only a pointer to the node. It is evident that in order for this to be possible, the structure must contain upward pointers of some sort which allow the path from any node to the root of the tree containing it to be found quickly. It must also be possible to find the queue header, since it will change during a deletion.
Simply adding a pointer from each node to its parent node (to the queue header in case of a root) in structure V results in a structure which allows arbitrary deletions to be performed. An example is given in Figure 9(a). Starting from any node in this structure, it is possible to follow the upward links and trace the path to the root of the binomial tree containing the node. The upward link from the root leads to the queue header, which we assume is distinguishable in some way from a queue node. Once the path to the root is known, the top-down deletion procedure described in the preceding section can be applied.

While the top-down deletion process is easy to describe, a more efficient bottom-up procedure would be used in practice. It is also essential to understand the bottom-up procedure in order to comprehend how alternative structures can be used. In the initial step of the bottom-up procedure we save all of the trees whose roots are offspring of the node to be deleted, and call this node the path node. In the general step the path node was originally the root of a $B_k$ tree within the binomial tree being dismantled; its parent was the root of a $B_l$ tree, and we have saved $B_{k-1}, \ldots, B_0$ trees so far. We first save the $B_k$ tree formed by the right siblings of the path node, taking the path node's parent as a root. Then we save the $B_{k+1}, \ldots, B_{l-1}$ trees which are left siblings of the path node, and make the parent of the path node the new path node. When the path node becomes the root, the process terminates. The forest of trees saved by this process is the same as that created by the top-down process, and the remaining steps of the two algorithms are identical.
Figure 9(b) shows a modification of structure R which allows arbitrary deletions to be performed. This structure keeps an upward pointer only in the leftmost node among a group of siblings, and this pointer indicates the right sibling of the parent of nodes on this level. Note that the rightmost sibling in any family has no offspring, so the parent's right sibling always exists when needed. It is not too hard to convince oneself that the bottom-up deletion procedure just described can be performed on this structure.

Figure 9(c) shows a method of encoding the previous structure which uses only two pointers per node. The regularity of the binomial tree structure allows us to recover the information about which "child" pointers actually point upward, as follows: the rightmost node in any of the horizontal rings has no offspring (except perhaps on the top level of the forest), so its "child" pointer goes upward. If a node is an only child, or is the right sibling of a node having an only child, then it is one of these rightmost nodes. A node is an only child if and only if it is its own left sibling, so it is possible to test efficiently whether or not a "child" pointer goes upward. The upward pointer convention in Figure 9(c) is slightly irregular at the top levels; here the decoding depends on our ability to distinguish the queue header from other nodes.

Structure K, another structure which allows arbitrary deletions using only two pointers per node, is shown in Figure 9(d). This structure contains some null links, and seems to require less pointer updating per operation than the structure in Figure 9(c). Note that a path from an arbitrary node to the queue header can be found by always following "left" links, some of which go upwards. To move to the right on a given level we just follow the child pointer and then the "left" pointer.
(a) A binomial queue and its representation using structure $V$.

(b) A representation for the same queue using structure $R$.

Figure 8. Structures for binomial queues.
(a) Structure V with upward pointers.

(b) Structure R with upward pointers.
(c) A structure with only two pointers per node.

(d) Structure K.

Figure 9. Structures for binomial queues allowing arbitrary deletions.
2.4 Random Binomial Queues.

We define a random binomial queue of size $m$ to be the queue formed by choosing a random permutation of $\{1, 2, \ldots, m\}$ and inserting the permutation's elements successively into an initially empty binomial queue. (By a random permutation we mean a permutation drawn from the space in which all $m!$ permutations are equally likely.) Equivalently, a random binomial queue of size $m$ is formed from a random binomial queue of size $m-1$ by choosing a random element $x$ from $\{1/2, 1/2, \ldots, m-1/2\}$, inserting $x$ into the queue, and renumbering the queue such that the keys come from $\{1, 2, \ldots, m\}$ and the ordering among nodes is preserved.

This definition of a random queue is simple, yet is not artificial. The second statement of the definition, which says that the $m$-th random insertion falls with equal probability into each of the $m$ intervals defined by keys in the queue, is equivalent to another definition of random insertion which arises from event list applications. In these situations, a random insertion is obtained as follows: generate an independent random number $X$ from the negative exponential distribution, in which the probability that $X \leq x$ is $1-e^{-x}$. Then insert the number $X+t$, where $t$ is the key most recently removed from the queue (0 if no deletions have taken place). Here $t$ is interpreted as the current instant of simulated time, and $X$ is a random "waiting time" to the occurrence of some event. The fact that this definition of a random insertion is equivalent to the one we have adopted was proved by Jonassen and Dahl [22]; it follows without difficulty from the well-known "memoryless" property of the exponential distribution.
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Our goal in this section is to study the structure of random binomial queues. The gross structure of such a queue is already evident; we observed earlier that all binomial forests of a given size are isomorphic. But more information about the distribution of keys in the forest is necessary to fully analyze the performance of binomial queue algorithms. For example, in order to analyze the behavior of DeleteSmallest it is necessary to determine the probability of finding the smallest element in the various trees of the binomial queue. It is also important to determine whether or not a random queue stays random after a DeleteSmallest has been performed, since if this is true then the analysis of random queues may apply even in situations where both insertions and deletions are used to build the queue.

Our first observation is that the insertion algorithm shows a certain indifference to the sizes of the elements inserted.

Lemma 5. Let \( p = p_1 p_2 \ldots p_m \) be a permutation of \( \{1, 2, \ldots, m\} \). Then in the binomial queue obtained by inserting \( p_1 p_2 \ldots p_m \) successively into an initially empty queue, the tree containing \( p_j \) is determined by \( j \) for \( j = 1, 2, \ldots, m \).

Proof. We proceed by induction on \( m \). The result is obvious for \( m = 1 \). For \( m > 1 \), let \( i = 2^{\lfloor \frac{\log m}{2} \rfloor} \) be the largest power of two less than or equal to \( m \). After the first \( i \) elements of \( p \) have been inserted, the queue consists of a single \( B_{\lfloor \log m \rfloor} \) tree. Later insertions have no effect on this tree, since it can only be merged with another tree of equal size. Hence the first \( i \) elements of \( p \) must fall into the leftmost tree of the queue. Furthermore, since the leftmost tree is not touched, the remaining \( m-i \) insertions distribute...
the last elements of \( p \) into smaller trees as if the insertions were into an empty queue. This proves the result by induction. □

A quicker but less suggestive proof of Lemma 5 simply notes that comparisons between keys in the insertion algorithm only affect the relative placement of subtrees in the tree being constructed. Such comparisons never determine which tree is to receive a given node.

What the given proof of Lemma 5 says is that the input permutation \( p \) can be partitioned into blocks whose sizes are distinct powers of two, such that the \( 2^k \) elements of block \( b_k \) form a \( B_k \) tree when all \( m \) insertions are complete. The sizes of these blocks decrease from left to right, just as the sizes of trees in the forest decrease. (Another priority queue structure with this sort of indifferent behavior is an unsorted linear list; with the linear list, the blocks are all of size one.)

The deletion algorithm exhibits a similar dependence on when the deleted item was inserted, and a similar indifference to key sizes. What the following lemma states is that if we delete an element from a binomial queue, then the resulting queue is the same as we obtain by never inserting the element at all, but permuting the elements that we do insert in a manner which depends only on when the deleted element was inserted.

**Lemma 6.** Let \( p = p_1 p_2 \ldots p_m \) be a permutation of \( \{1,2,\ldots,m\} \).

Then there is a mapping \( r = r_{j,m} \) from \( \{1,2,\ldots,m-1\} \) onto \( \{1,2,\ldots,j-1,j+1,\ldots,m\} \) such that the result of inserting \( p_1 p_2 \ldots p_m \) into an initially empty binomial queue and then deleting \( p_j \) is identical to the result of inserting \( p_{r(1)} p_{r(2)} \ldots p_{r(m-1)} \) into an initially empty binomial queue.
Proof. We basically mimic the procedure for deleting \( p_j \) and then read the mapping from the result. The exact mapping depends on arbitrary choices made during the merging process and would be tedious to exhibit for general \( j \) and \( m \), so we will give an example of the construction for \( m = 10 \), \( j = 3 \). First the input is divided into blocks as described above.

\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 \\
\end{array}
\]

Then the block containing \( j \), which holds all elements of the binomial tree \( T \) containing \( j \) in the queue, is further divided to exhibit the subtrees produced when \( T \) is dismantled.

\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
(0) & (0) & (0000) \\
(0) & (0) & (0000) \\
\end{array}
\]

This division clearly depends only on \( m \) and \( j \).

Following the dismantling step is a merging step. One possible strategy for this merge is as follows. If the dismantled binomial tree \( T \) was the smallest tree in the original queue, then no merging is required. Otherwise combine the smallest tree in the original queue with the forest just obtained by dismantling \( T \). This produces a new tree which has the same size as \( T \) had, plus a forest of small trees; the merge is then complete. The same effect would be created (in the case we are considering) by reinserting all nodes in the order

\[
(0000)(00)(00)(0)
\]

To see this, just simulate the insertion process on this input. The intermediate trees created during this process correspond to trees involved in the merge. (Note that the map is far from being uniquely determined.) \( \square \)
Here again we can draw an analogy with the unsorted linear list, which obviously has the behavior stated in the lemma.

Armed with this result, we can determine the effects of various types of deletions on random binomial queues.

**Theorem 1.** Let $Q$ be a random binomial queue of size $m$. Suppose that $p_k$, the $k$-th element inserted in the process of building $Q$, is deleted from $Q$ and $Q$ is renumbered. Then the resulting $Q$ is a random binomial queue of size $m-1$.

**Proof.** Consider the $m!$ equally-likely permutations used to build $Q$. When the $k$-th element of each permutation is discarded and the permutation renumbered, each of the $(m-1)!$ possible permutations occurs $m$ times. The same is true if some fixed rearrangement of the permutation is made just before the renumbering. Hence by Lemma 6 the $m!$ queues obtained by inserting all possible permutations of length $m$ and then deleting the $k$-th element (and renumbering) are just $m$ copies of the $(m-1)!$ queues obtained by inserting all permutations of length $m-1$.

**Theorem 2.** Let $Q$ be a random binomial queue of size $m$. Suppose that $k$, the $k$-th smallest element inserted in the process of building $Q$, is deleted from $Q$ and $Q$ is renumbered. Then the resulting $Q$ is a random binomial queue of size $m-1$.

**Proof.** Consider the $m!$ equally-likely permutations used to build $Q$. For fixed $j$, there are $(m-1)!$ of these permutations with $p_j = k$; if we ignore $p_j$ and renumber, we get all $(m-1)!$ possible permutations of $\{1,2,\ldots,m-1\}$. The same is true if some fixed rearrangement of the
permutation is made before renumbering. Hence by Lemma 6 the \((m-1)\) queues obtained by inserting all permutations of length \(m\) with \(p_j = k\) and then deleting \(k\) (and renumbering) are just the \((m-1)\) queues obtained by inserting all permutations of length \(m-1\). This is true for each \(j\), so the result follows.\(\square\)

**Corollary 1.** If a random element (or randomly placed element) of the input is deleted from a random binomial queue of size \(m\), the result is a random binomial queue of size \(m-1\).

**Proof.** The two statements are obviously equivalent; they follow immediately from Theorem 1 or Theorem 2. \(\square\)

These results are sufficient to show that binomial queues stay random in many situations. The most important of these is when a queue is formed by a sequence of \(n\) random \textit{Insert} operations intermixed with \(m \leq n\) occurrences of \textit{DeleteSmallest}, arranged so that a deletion is never attempted when the queue is empty. Theorem 2 shows that a \textit{DeleteSmallest} applied to a random queue leaves a random queue; a random \textit{Insert} also preserves randomness. So under the most reasonable assumptions for priority queues, binomial queues can be treated as random. This is our rationale for assuming random binomial queues in the analysis of the next section.

A similar argument shows that random binomial queues result when intermixed random deletions are performed; a simple argument appealing to Lemma 6 shows that intermixed deletions by age (how long an element has been in the queue) also lead to random queues. These types of deletions, especially deletions by age, are somewhat artificial for priority queues.
It is natural to ask whether randomness is preserved by the merging of binomial queues. Suppose that a random permutation of length \( m \) is given; its first \( k \) elements are inserted into one initially empty binomial queue, and the remaining \( m-k \) elements are inserted into another. Then each of these queues is a random binomial queue, and the argument used to prove Lemma 6 shows that the result of merging these queues is also random as long as some fixed choice is made about which two trees to "add" when three are present during the merge. So in this sense merging does preserve randomness.

Sensitivity to deletions has been studied in the context of binary search trees by Knott [25]. The model used there considers a random insertion to be the insertion of a random real number drawn independently from some continuous distribution (for example, uniform on the interval \([0,1]\)). This definition is not equivalent to ours; Theorem 1 and Corollary 1 hold for deletions from binary search trees, but this does not imply that a tree built using intermixed random deletions is random. In fact, as Knott first noted, binary search trees are sensitive to deletions in this model.

Binomial queues, however, are not sensitive to deletions in the search tree model. In a general study of deletion insensitivity, Knuth showed that Theorem 2 implies insensitivity to random deletions, and Lemma 6 implies insensitivity to deletions by age in this model [29]. Binomial queues are sensitive to deletions by order (e.g., DeleteSmallest) in this model, but unsorted linear lists, as well as practically all other algorithms, are also sensitive to these deletions. So even with this alternative definition of a random insertion, random binomial queues tend to remain random when deletions are present.
At this point it might seem that nothing can destroy a random binomial queue! This is not true; a deletion based on knowledge of the structure of the queue (or equivalently, knowledge of the entire input) can easily introduce bias. For example, random queues of size 4 are distributed as shown:

\[
\begin{align*}
&\begin{array}{c}
\text{pr} = 1/3 \\
\end{array} \\
&\begin{array}{c}
\text{pr} = 1/3 \\
\end{array} \\
&\begin{array}{c}
\text{pr} = 1/3 \\
\end{array}
\end{align*}
\]

If we now delete the rightmost child of the root and renumber, we get:

\[
\begin{align*}
&\begin{array}{c}
2 \\
3
\end{array} \\
&\begin{array}{c}
1
\end{array}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\text{pr} = 1
\]

This isn't random; random binomial queues of size 3 have the distribution

\[
\begin{align*}
&\begin{array}{c}
2 \\
3
\end{array} \\
&\begin{array}{c}
1 \\
3
\end{array} \\
&\begin{array}{c}
1 \\
3
\end{array}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
&\begin{array}{c}
\text{pr} = 1/3 \\
\end{array} \\
&\begin{array}{c}
\text{pr} = 1/3 \\
\end{array} \\
&\begin{array}{c}
\text{pr} = 1/3 \\
\end{array}
\end{align*}
\]

Since the analysis of binomial queue algorithms performed in the next section is based on random binomial queues, we are interested in the distribution of keys in these queues. By Lemma 5, the probability that
a given element (e.g. the smallest) of a random permutation lies in a given binomial tree is simply the probability that the element lies in a certain block of positions within the permutation. Thus the probability that the j-th largest element in a binomial queue of size m lies in a B_k tree is just 2^k/m , assuming that a B_k tree is present in a queue of size m. This decomposition of the input into blocks reduces the study of random binomial queues to the study of random heap-ordered binomial trees (i.e., random binomial queues of size 2^k).

As we observed earlier, the smallest key in a heap-ordered binomial tree must be in the root. The distribution of larger keys is not so highly constrained. The following result characterizes the distribution of keys without explicit reference to the n! possible input permutations.

**Theorem 3.** Let a configuration of a heap-ordered B_k tree be any assignment of the integers 1,2,...,2^k to the nodes of a B_k tree such that the tree is heap-ordered. Then in a random heap-ordered B_k tree all \( \frac{(2^k)!}{2(2^k)-1} \) configurations are equally likely. (That is, there are \( 2^{(2^k)-1} \) distinct input permutations which generate each possible configuration.)

**Proof.** We proceed by induction on k. The result is obvious for k = 0. Assume that for k = j there are \( 2^{(2^j)-1} \) permutations of \{1,2,...,2^j\} which give size to each possible configuration.

Now consider any fixed configuration X of a B_{j+1} tree. This tree can be decomposed into the two B_j trees Y and Z, as shown in Figure 1. By the argument of Lemma 5, any permutation giving rise to
configuration $X$ must consist of two blocks, one producing $Y$ and the other $Z$; these blocks may appear in either order, since the relative position of $Y$ and $Z$ is determined by which tree contains the smallest key. By the induction hypothesis there are $2(2^j)-1$ arrangements of the keys in tree $Y$ which give rise to $Y$, and similarly for $Z$. So there are $2 \cdot 2(2^j)-1 \cdot 2(2^j)-1 = 2(2^{j+1})-1$ permutations which produce $X$. Since this holds for any $X$, the result follows.

In the inductive step above, we can note that the element 1 is equally likely to be contained in the first or the second block of a permutation producing $X$. This leads to an easy inductive proof of the proposition that the $i$-th inserted element is equally likely to fall into each of the $2^k$ nodes of a random heap-ordered $B_k$ tree.

Unfortunately, Theorem 3 does not help much in determining the exact distribution of keys in a random binomial tree. There are fewer configurations than permutations, but the number of configurations still increases rapidly with $k$.
2.5 **Analysis of Binomial Queue Algorithms.**

We are now prepared to analyze the performance of **Insert** and **DeleteSmallest**, when implemented using binomial queues; this will allow a comparison with other priority queue organizations. The binomial queue implementation to be analyzed is based on structure $R$, discussed in Section 2.3 and pictured on page 32. The priority queue structures to be used for comparison are the heap, leftist tree, sorted linear list, and unsorted linear list.

For each of the five structures, the operations **Insert** and **DeleteSmallest** have been carefully coded in FAIN, a PDF-10 assembly language (the binomial queue and leftist tree implementations appear in Appendix A.) By inspecting these programs, we can write expressions for their running time as a function of how often certain statements are executed. It then remains to determine the average values of these factors.

The running times (in memory references for instructions and data) of the binomial queue operations are

- **Insert** $\quad - \quad 16 + 19M + 2E + 6A$
- **DeleteSmallest** $\quad - \quad 38 + 11B + 6T + 4N - 2L + 4S + 14U + 2X$

where

- $M$ is the number of merges required for the insertion;
- $E$ is the number of exchanges performed during these merges in order to preserve the heap-order property;
- $A$ is 1 if $M = 0$, and 0 otherwise;
- $B$ is 1 if the queue contains no $B_0$ tree, and 0 otherwise;
- $T$ is the number of binomial trees in the queue;
\[ N \] is the number of times that the value of the smallest key seen so far is changed during the search for the root containing the smallest key;

\[ L \] is 1 if the smallest key is contained in the leftmost root, and 0 otherwise;

\[ S \] is the number of offspring of the root containing the smallest key;

\[ U \] is the number of merges required for the deletion; and

\[ X \] is the number of exchanges performed during these merges.

(To keep the expression for DeleteSmallest simple, certain unlikely paths through the program have been ignored. The expression above always overestimates the time required for these cases.)

As a first step in the analysis we note that several of the factors above depend only on the structure of the binomial queue \( Q \) and not on the distribution of keys in \( Q \). Since the structure of \( Q \) is determined solely by its size, these factors are easy to determine. For example, if \( Q \) has size \( m \) then evidently \( M \) is the number of low-order 1 bits in the binary representation of \( m \), and \( A = 1 \) if and only if \( m \) is even. Clearly \( B = A \), and by Lemma 2 we can see that \( T = \sqrt{m} \).

These factors are a bit unusual in that they do not vary smoothly with \( m \). For example, when \( m = 2^n - 1 \) we have \( M = T = n \), while for \( m = 2^n \) this changes to \( M = 0 \) and \( T = 1 \). Since in practice we are generally concerned not with a specific queue size \( m \) but rather with a range of queue sizes in the neighborhood of \( m \), it makes sense to average the performance of our algorithms over such a neighborhood.

Factors \( A \) and \( M \) can be successfully smoothed by this approach: averaging over the interval \([m/2, 2m]\) gives an expected value of
\[ \frac{1}{2} + O\left(\frac{1}{m}\right) \text{ for } A \text{ and } 1 + O\left(\frac{\log m}{m}\right) \text{ for } M. \]  
This agrees well with our intuition, since it says that about half of the integers in the interval are even, and that one carry is produced, on the average, by incrementing a number in the interval.

Properties of the factor \( T = \nu(m) \) have been studied extensively. From [35] we find that

\[
\left\lfloor \frac{1}{\log m} \log \left( \frac{1}{4\ln m} \right) \right\rfloor \leq \sum_{1 \leq k \leq m} \nu(k) \leq \left\lceil \frac{1}{\log m} \log m \right\rceil,
\]

where each bound is tight for infinitely many \( m \); it follows that our neighborhood averaging process will not completely smooth the sequence \( \nu(m) \). But we have bounds on an "integrated" version of \( \nu(m) \), so differentiating the bounds puts limits on the average growth rate of \( \nu(m) \). Carrying out the differentiation gives

\[
\frac{1}{2} \left( \log m + \frac{1}{\ln 2} - \log \frac{1}{2} \right) \leq T_{\text{avg.}} \leq \frac{1}{2} \left( \log m + \frac{1}{\ln 2} \right),
\]

which is about what we expect: half of the bits are 1, on the average.

The remaining uncertainty in the constant term is about .21.

While this averaging technique fails to smooth the sequence \( \nu(m) \) completely, there are other methods which succeed. There is no single "correct" method for handling problems of this type: different techniques may give different answers, and the usefulness of a result depends on how "natural" the smoothing method is in a given context. The more powerful averaging techniques which succeed in smoothing \( \nu(m) \) seem artificial in connection with our analysis, but the results are quite interesting mathematically. Iyle Ramshaw [39] has shown that
\[ v(m) \approx \frac{\log m}{2}, \quad \left(\frac{\log n - \frac{1}{n}}{2}\right) \approx \frac{\log m}{2} + 0.57575 \]

using logarithmic averaging \([7]\); his result is based on the detailed analysis of \(\sum_{1 \leq k \leq m} v(k)\) performed by Hubert Delange \([6]\). The naturalness of logarithmic averaging is indicated by the fact that it also leads to the logarithmic distribution of leading digits which has been observed empirically \([38,27, \text{Section 4.2.4}]\), and the fact that it is consistent with several other averaging methods (such as repeated Cesaro summing) when those methods define an average.

This analysis of factor \(T\) completes the purely "structural" analysis; the remaining factors depend on the distribution of keys in the queue. For the average-case analysis we shall assume that \(Q\) is a random binomial queue of size \(m\) and that the insertion is random. These assumptions are well justified by the discussion of Section 2.4.

The factors \(E\) and \(X\) are easy to dispose of. Since we only merge trees of equal size, our randomness assumption says that an exchange is required on half of the merges (on the average). More precisely, if there are \(n\) merges then the number of exchanges is binomially distributed with mean \(n/2\) and variance \(n/4\). The number of merges is just \(M\) in the case of \(E\), and \(U\) in the case of \(X\).

The factors \(L\) and \(S\) are also easy to analyze. We noted in Section 2.4 that the probability of having the queue's smallest key in a given tree is just proportional to the size of the tree. Therefore if there is a binomial tree of size \(2^k\) in a queue of size \(m\), this tree contains the queue's smallest key with probability \(2^k/m\). The root of such a binomial tree has \(k\) offspring by Lemma 1, so the expected value
of $S$ is $\frac{1}{m} F(m)$ where

$$F(m) = \sum_{k \geq 0} b_k \cdot 2^k$$

$$m = (b_i b_{i-1} \cdots b_0)_{2}$$

While it seems hard to find a simpler closed form for $F(m)$, it is possible to derive good upper and lower bounds.

**Lemma 8.** The function $F(m)$ defined above satisfies

$$[m \log m - 2m] \leq F(m) \leq [m \log m]$$

and the upper bound is tight for infinitely many values of $m$.

**Proof.** (This argument is similar to the one used to prove Theorem 1 in [25].) From the definition of $F(m)$, if $m = 2^k$ then

$$F(m) = F(2^k) = k \cdot 2^k = m \log m.$$ 

It is also clear from the definition that

$$F(2^{k+1}) = F(2^k) + F(1), \quad 0 \leq i < 2^k.$$

The upper bound on $F(m)$ is evidently attained whenever $m$ is a power of two. It therefore holds when $m = 1$, and assuming that it holds up to $m = 2^k$, we have

$$F(m+1) = F(2^k) + F(1) \quad (0 \leq i < 2^k)$$

$$\leq m \log m + i \log i$$

$$\leq (m+1) \log(m+1).$$

So the upper bound holds for all $m$ by induction.
The lower bound on $P(m)$ holds when $m = 1$, and whenever $m$ is a power of two. Suppose that a bound of the form

$$P(m) \geq mlg m - cm$$

is true for some $c > 0$ and all $m \leq 2^k$. Then

$$P(m+1) = P(2^k) + P(1) \quad (0 \leq i < 2^k)$$

$$\geq m \cdot lg m + i \cdot lg i - ci$$

It follows that if the inequality

$$m \cdot lg m + i \cdot lg i - ci \geq (m+1) \cdot lg(m+1) - c(m+1) \quad (0 \leq i < 2^k)$$

holds, the lower bound will hold for all $m$ by induction. Replacing $i$ by $xm$ and simplifying gives another inequality which implies the result:

$$x \cdot lg x \geq (1+x) \cdot lg(1+x) - c \quad (0 \leq x < 1)$$

But it is easy to verify that $x \cdot lg x - (1+x) \cdot lg(1+x)$ is decreasing on $[0,1]$, so we can take $x = 1$ to determine $c = 2$. (A tight lower bound can be found by using the value $F(c^k-1) = (k-2)c^k+2$.)

According to these bounds, the average value of $S$ lies between $lg m - 2$ and $lg m$. Lyle Ramshaw [39] has shown that the logarithmically averaged value of $S$ is

$$\frac{F(m)}{m} \approx lg m - C$$

where

$$C = \left( \frac{1}{\ln 2} \sum_{n \geq 1} \sum_{j > 2^n} \frac{(-1)^{j+1}}{j} \right) = 1.10995$$
The expected value of $L$ is $2^{\lfloor \log m \rfloor / m}$, which is between $1/2$ and $1$.

Factor $U$ is closely related to $S$. The number of merges required is equal to the number of trees (i.e., $S$) created by removing the node containing the smallest key, minus the number of these trees which are not merged. Since the first merge must take place with the smallest tree remaining in the original forest, we see that the number of trees excluded from merging is equal to the number of low-order 0 bits in $m$. Since the least significant bits of $m$ are distributed almost uniformly, the average value of this quantity $S-U$ is the same as the average value of $M$.

Factor $N$ is more interesting. One way to search for the smallest root in the forest is to use the key contained in the rightmost root as an initial estimate for the smallest key, and then scan the forest from right to left, updating the estimate as smaller keys are seen. Since the trees increase in size from right to left, trees in the left of the forest are more likely to contain the smallest key; thus the estimate of smallest key will be changed often during the scan. To be more precise, the expected number of changes while searching a forest of size $m = (b_n b_{n-1} \ldots b_0)_2$ is
\[
\sum_{0 \leq k \leq n} \frac{\Pr(\text{estimate changes when the } B_k \text{ tree is examined})}{\sum_{0 \leq k \leq n} \frac{\text{(number of nodes in the } B_k \text{ tree)}}{\text{(total number of nodes in all } B_l \text{ trees examined, } 0 \leq l \leq k)}}
\]

When \( m = 2^n - 1 \) this has the simple form

\[
\frac{2 \times \frac{1}{3} + \frac{4}{7} + \frac{8}{15} + \ldots + \frac{2^{n-1}}{2^n}}{\sum_{0 \leq k \leq n} \frac{2^k}{\sum_{0 \leq l \leq k} \frac{2^l}{b_l = 1}}}
\]

\[
= \left( \frac{1}{2} + \frac{1}{2} + \frac{1}{2} + \ldots + \frac{1}{2} \right) + \frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{1}{3} + \frac{1}{7} + \frac{1}{15} + \ldots + \frac{1}{2^n} \right)
\]

\[
= \frac{n}{2} + \frac{1}{2} (\alpha - 1) + O(2^{-n})
\]

where \( \alpha = \sum_{k \geq 1} \frac{1}{2^k - 1} = 1.60669 \ldots \).

(The constant \( \alpha \) also arises in connection with Heapsort; see [28, 5.2.3(19)].)

A search strategy which intuitively seems superior to the one just described is to search the forest from left to right; for the above example the expected number of changes is reduced to

\[
\frac{1}{2} + \frac{1}{7} + \frac{1}{15} + \ldots + \frac{1}{2^n - 1} = \alpha - 1 + O(2^{-n})
\]

But this strategy is not practical; the links point in the wrong direction.

With structure \( R \) we can improve the search by using the key contained in
the leftmost root as our initial estimate in a right to left search. This makes the expected number of changes in a queue of size $2^n - 1$ equal to

$$\frac{1}{2^{n-1}+1} + \frac{2}{2^{n-1}+2+1} + \frac{1}{2^{n-1}+4+1} + \cdots + \frac{2^{n-2}}{2^n-1} + \frac{2^{n-1}}{2^n-1}.$$  

By writing this sum in reverse order we can derive its asymptotic value:

$$\frac{2^{n-1}}{2^n-1} + \frac{2^{n-2}}{2^n-2} + \frac{2^{n-3}}{2^n-2^n-2} + \frac{2^{n-2}}{2^n-2^n-2^n-2^n-3} + \cdots + \frac{1}{2^n-1}$$

$$= \frac{1/2}{1-2^{-n}} + \frac{1/4}{1-2^{-n} - 2^{-n}} + \frac{1/8}{1-1/2 - 2^{-n} - 2^{-n}} + \cdots + \frac{1/2^n}{1-2^{-n}}$$

$$= \left(\frac{1}{2} + \frac{1}{4} + \frac{1}{8} \left(\frac{1}{5} + \frac{1}{5} + \cdots + \frac{1}{2^{\log_2(2n/2+1)}}\right)\right)(1 + o(2^{-n/2})) + o(2^{-n/2})$$

$$= \frac{3}{4} + \frac{1}{2} \left(\alpha' - \frac{1}{2}\right) + o(2^{-n/2})$$

where $\alpha' = \sum_{k \geq 0} \frac{1}{2^{k+1}} = 1.26449 \ldots$.

(The constant $\alpha'$ arises in connection with merge sorting; see [23, exercise 5.2.4-13].) So the expected value of this factor is about 1.13 for large $n$; by modifying the search in this way we have effectively removed part of the inner loop.

This completes the analysis of Insert and DeleteSmallest for binomial queues. By plugging our average values into the running time expressions given above and simplifying, we get the results for binomial queues shown in Figure 10. A much simpler analysis [26, pp. 94-99] gives the corresponding results for sorted and unsorted linear lists (also shown in Figure 10.)
Priority queue algorithms based on heaps and leftist trees have not been completely analyzed; partial results are known for heaps [28;57] but not for leftist trees. Therefore experiments were performed to determine the average values of factors controlling the running time of these algorithms. Leftist trees and heaps are deletion sensitive, so the averages were taken from stationary structures (obtained after repeated insertions and deletions) rather than from random structures. Figure 10 gives the experimentally determined running times for leftist trees and heaps.

These results indicate that binomial queues completely dominate leftist trees. Not only do binomial queues require one fewer field per node, they also run faster, on the average, for \( m \geq 4 \) when the measure of performance is the cost of an Insert followed by a Delete. Linear lists are of course preferable to both of these algorithms for small \( m \), but binomial queues are faster than unsorted linear lists, on the average, for \( m \geq 18 \) at a cost of one more pointer per node. So the binomial queue is a very practical structure for mergeable priority queues.

In some applications the queue size may constantly be in a range which causes the insertion and deletion operations on binomial queues to run more slowly than our averages indicate, due to the smoothed average we computed. If the queue size can be anticipated then dummy elements added to the queue might actually speed up the algorithms. At the expense of complicating the algorithms it is also possible to maintain a queue as two binomial forests in such a way that each insertion is guaranteed to take only constant time. But the binomial queue algorithms as they stand still dominate algorithms using leftist trees, even if the leftist tree
operations have average-case running times and the binomial queue operations always take the worst-case time. The only advantages which can apparently be claimed for leftist trees is that they are easier to implement and can take advantage of any tendency of insertions to follow a stack discipline.

The comparison of binomial queues with heaps and sorted linear lists is also interesting. The heap implementation stores pointers in the heap, instead of the items themselves; this is the usual approach when the items are large and should not be moved. In this situation heaps are slightly faster than binomial queues on the average, and considerably faster in the worst case. Heaps also save one pointer per node, so it seems that heaps are preferable to binomial queues when fast merging is not required. Binomial queues have an advantage when sequential allocation is a problem, or perhaps when arbitrary deletions must be performed. Sorted linear lists are better than both methods when \( m \) is small, but heaps are faster, on the average, when \( m \geq 30 \).
average case running times when $|Q| = m$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>queue</th>
<th>Insert($x, Q$)</th>
<th>DeleteSmallest($Q$)</th>
<th>Insert($x, Q$); DeleteSmallest($Q$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>binomial queue</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>22 lg $m$ + 19</td>
<td>22 lg $m$ + 58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>leftist tree</td>
<td>17 lg $m$ + 35</td>
<td>35 lg $m$ - 27</td>
<td>52 lg $m$ + 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>linear list</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>6m + 2 lg $m$ + 20</td>
<td>6m + 2 lg $m$ + 39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>heap</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>18 lg $m$ + 1</td>
<td>18 lg $m$ + 33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sorted list</td>
<td>$3m + 17$</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>$3m + 32$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

worst case running times when $|Q| = m$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>queue</th>
<th>Insert($x, Q$)</th>
<th>DeleteSmallest($Q$)</th>
<th>Insert($x, Q$); DeleteSmallest($Q$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>binomial queue</td>
<td>21 lg $m$ + 16</td>
<td>30 lg $m$ + 46</td>
<td>51 lg $m$ + 62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>leftist tree</td>
<td>32 lg $m$ + 23</td>
<td>64 lg $m$ - 7</td>
<td>96 lg $m$ + 16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>linear list</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>9m + 15</td>
<td>9m + 34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>heap</td>
<td>12 lg $m$ + 14</td>
<td>18 lg $m$ + 16</td>
<td>30 lg $m$ + 30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sorted list</td>
<td>6m + 20</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>$6m + 35$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 10. Comparison of methods.
Chapter Three. The Complexity of Priority Queue Maintenance

The inherent complexity of sorting, selection, and related problems has been studied extensively [28]. The complexity of inserting and deleting items from a priority queue has not received such attention, possibly because the individual operations take constant time in certain cases. Priority queues may be used to perform sorting, however; hence it is clear that there is some limit to the average efficiency of a sequence of priority queue operations.

In Section 3.1 of this chapter we develop a definition of priority queue efficiency, based on the average number of comparisons required to execute a certain fixed pattern of insertions and deletions. We evaluate some known priority queue algorithms in Section 3.2 to obtain upper bounds on the average and worst case behavior of priority queues. In Section 3.3 we prove lower bounds on the average and worst case efficiency; these bounds are exact for infinitely many queue sizes.

One of the priority queue algorithms discussed in Section 3.2, based on binomial queues, has a simple characterization which is proved in Section 3.4: it is the only algorithm which compares only "unbeaten" nodes (nodes which are smaller than all nodes in the queue with which they have been compared) and which takes a number of comparisons independent of the key values involved. The proof given for this result uses a lemma involving two extremal problems on trees; we show that Huffman's construction [16;26, pp. 402-405] solves these problems. This is especially interesting since the problems lie outside the large domain for which Huffman trees were proved optimal in [13].

We conclude the chapter with a discussion of possible generalizations and open problems in Section 3.5.
3.1 A Setting for Priority Queue Complexity.

We shall investigate the complexity of priority queues in the following context. Initially we are given a priority queue containing \( m \) elements. We then perform an infinite number of cycles which consist of first deleting the smallest element of the queue, and then inserting a new element into the queue. A typical cycle of this infinite process is represented pictorially in Figure 1. (It is easy to imagine other settings in which to study the complexity of priority queues, but we defer discussion of this topic until Section 3.5.)

Our measure of the performance of a priority queue will be based on the number of comparisons made between keys during the above process. Therefore we restrict our attention to priority queue methods which are based entirely on the linear ordering among keys. This means, for example, that none of our methods may perform arithmetic on keys. We shall further assume that all keys are distinct, so that there are only two possible outcomes from any comparison.

Note that because we make so few assumptions about what goes on inside a priority queue, it is possible that the number of comparisons used on any particular cycle is zero. A deletion takes no comparisons if the smallest element is known prior to the deletion, and an insertion takes no comparisons if the queue just stores the inserted node without looking at it. In order to cope with this sort of anomaly, we use as our measure of cost the number of comparisons per cycle averaged over infinitely many cycles. More precisely, if a method uses \( C(n,m) \) comparisons to perform \( n \) cycles on a queue of size \( m \), then its \textit{limit cost per cycle} is

\[
\lim_{{n \to \infty}} \frac{C(n,m)}{n}
\]

We denote by \( Q(m) \) the minimum limit cost per cycle
which suffices (in the worst case) to maintain a priority queue of size \( m \). We define \( \bar{q}(m) \) to be the minimum average limit cost per cycle, where insertion into each of the \( m \) intervals bounded by the \( m-1 \) key values in the queue is taken to be equally likely during each cycle.

Because we are averaging the number of comparisons over many cycles, it is possible to make a further assumption about the internal structure of our priority queues: we may assume that at the beginning of each cycle the smallest element of the queue is known. This is a valid assumption because it just amounts to charging the previous cycle for whatever comparisons are required at the start of a cycle to determine the smallest. Since we are averaging over infinitely many cycles this cannot change the result.

This additional property allows us to make a slightly less abstract interpretation of the situation. The state of a priority queue at the beginning of a cycle can be represented as a directed acyclic graph, where the arcs indicate comparisons which have been made in the process of maintaining the queue. An arc leads from a node with key \( K_i \) to a node with key \( K_j \) if the comparison \( K_i < K_j \) was made and \( K_i < K_j \) was the result. As indicated in Figure 2, the graph has a single source node, containing the smallest key, at the start of each cycle. Then this node is removed from a graph, corresponding to deleting the smallest element of the queue, and a new node is added to the graph. This node is inserted into the queue by performing enough comparisons (adding directed arcs) to again determine the smallest element (obtain a graph having a single source).
Figure 1. A priority queue cycle.
(a) The start of a cycle (comparisons to be lost by deletion of smallest are shown dashed).

(b) After removal of the smallest node and introduction of the inserted node (5).

(c) Insertion complete (added comparisons are shown wavy).

Figure 2. Directed graph interpretation of a priority queue cycle.
3.2 Upper Bounds.

Upper bound on \( Q(m) \) are provided by the priority queue structures described in Section 1.2. Heaps and leftist trees each require about \( 2 \lg m \) comparisons, in the worst case, for a cycle on a queue of size \( m \). Queues based on balanced trees also require at least \( c \lg m \) comparisons for some constant \( c > 1 \), in the worst case. But some queue structures reduce the coefficient of \( \lg m \) to 1.

One such structure is the sorted linear list. The smallest element of such a list can be deleted using no comparisons; an insertion into a list of \((m-1)\) items requires at most \( [\lg m] \) comparisons, using binary search. It follows that \( Q(m) \leq [\lg m] \). More detailed analysis of binary search [28, p. 194] shows that the average number of comparisons required is \( \lg m + (1+\theta-2^2) \) where \( \theta = [\lg m] - \lg m \); hence \( \bar{Q}(m) \leq \lg m + (1+\theta-2^2) \). The function \( (1+\theta-2^2) \) is nonnegative and has a maximum value of about 0.0841 for \( \theta \) in the range \( 0 \leq \theta < 1 \).

There is good reason to feel uneasy about these bounds, since when this priority queue is implemented using simple linked or sequential list structures its average running time for a cycle is \( O(m) \). Fortunately there is a more legitimate structure which gives exactly the same comparison bounds as a sorted linear list: the "loser-oriented" tree used for replacement selection [28, p. 253]. Using this structure, the running time for a cycle is proportional to the number of comparisons performed.

A third structure which gives a good upper bound is a variant of the binomial queue. The standard binomial queue algorithms given in Section 2.2 can require about \( 2 \lg m \) comparisons for DeleteSmallest;
it may take \( \lg m \) to find the smallest, and \( \lg m \) to merge its offspring back into the forest. An Insert operation also requires up to \( \lg m \) comparisons, so an entire cycle may take about \( 3 \lg m \) comparisons.

To reduce the number of comparisons required by a binomial queue cycle, add nodes containing the key \(+\) to the queue, making the queue size \( 2^k \) where \( k = \lceil \lg m \rceil \). Then at the start of a cycle the queue consists of a single heap-ordered \( B_k \) tree, and the DeleteSmallest operation requires no comparisons. The following Insert uses \( k \) comparisons, so this method requires exactly \( \lceil \lg m \rceil \) comparisons per cycle. This shows that \( Q(m) \leq \lceil \lg m \rceil \), giving the same bound on the worst-case number of comparisons per cycle as was given by the sorted linear list (or loser tree). Since this binomial queue algorithm requires a fixed number of comparisons per cycle, independent of key values, it does not give any better bound for \( Q(m) \) than its bound for \( Q(m) \) .
3.3 Lower Bounds.

One approach to lower bounds on the number of comparisons required to maintain a priority queue is to analyze the possible internal states of the queue at the start of each cycle. This is possible under certain restrictions, as shown in the next section, but to get a general lower bound seems to require a different sort of argument which takes advantage of the long-term averaging present in our model.

It turns out to be quite easy to prove a good lower bound on \( \tilde{Q}(m) \). Suppose that a priority queue of size \( m \) requires \( C(n,m) \) comparisons, on the average, to perform \( n \) cycles. The number of equally-likely outcomes of these cycles is \( m^n \), since there are \( m \) equally-likely relative sizes for each of the \( n \) keys inserted during the cycles. So by the same decision-tree argument used to prove lower bounds for sorting [28, p. 194], the average number of comparisons required to determine which outcome has occurred is at least \( n \lg m \). But it is possible to determine this outcome by observing the outputs of the \( n \) queue cycles and sorting the \( m \) keys which remain in the queue. Hence

\[
\begin{align*}
n \lg m & \leq C(n,m) + O(m \log m) \\
\end{align*}
\]

so

\[
\begin{align*}
\lg m & \leq \lim_{n \to \infty} \frac{C(n,m) + O(m \log m)}{n} = \tilde{Q}(m) .
\end{align*}
\]

This also implies that \( Q(m) > \lg m \).

We can summarize the results of this and the previous section as follows.
Theorem 1. The functions $Q(m)$ and $\tilde{Q}(m)$ defined in Section 3.1 satisfy

\[ \lg m \leq Q(m) \leq \lfloor \lg m \rfloor, \quad \text{and} \]

\[ \lg m \leq \tilde{Q}(m) \leq \lg m + (1 + \varphi - 2^\varphi), \]

where $\varphi = \lfloor \lg m \rfloor - \lg m$. \qed
3.4 A Characterization of Binomial Queues.

The foregoing results show that binomial queues are optimal when
the queue size is a power of \(2\). When the queue size is not a power
of \(2\), then dummy nodes can be added as described in Section 3.2 to make
binomial queues nearly optimal; in the rest of this section, we shall
use the term "binomial queue" to refer to such a structure.

We have seen that linear lists and loser trees also require \(\lg m\)
comparisons per cycle when \(m = 2^k\), so binomial queues are not the only
optimal structure for this problem. But neither linear lists nor loser
trees are the basis for a practical priority queue algorithm. We have
already noted that comparisons do not reflect the actual running time
of a priority queue using a sorted linear list; loser trees work well
for replacement selection but are awkward to use when the priority queue
size may change with time. Our comparison model evidently does not capture
the factors which make a given priority queue scheme difficult to implement.

It seems extremely difficult to evaluate the true complexity of data
structuring problems; the linking automaton [31] appears to be a good
setting for such questions, but few results have been obtained for this
model. A more limited approach, closer in spirit to the comparison-counting
model of complexity, is to restrict our consideration to algorithms such
that the underlying structures must be easy to implement. Suppose that
the only elements which may participate in comparisons are those which
are not known to be larger than any other element of the queue. In terms
of our directed graph description of a priority queue, such elements have
no entering edges; they are candidates for being the smallest element in
the queue. We call comparisons between such elements tree comparisons,
since they preserve the property that the directed graph structure of the queue is a tree. (It is not hard to see that a queue which makes a non-tree comparison can eventually have an internal structure which is not a tree.) Since a tree is much easier to represent and operate on than an arbitrary directed graph, this restriction may be a reasonable one.

We conjecture that binomial queues are uniquely optimal (in the sense of providing the tightest upper bound on \(Q(m)\)) among all priority queue algorithms which make only tree comparisons. The following result is a weakened form of this conjecture.

**Theorem 2.** The only priority queue which makes only tree comparisons and which makes a number of comparisons per cycle depending only on the queue size is the binomial queue.

**Proof.** We consider two algorithms to be the same if their directed graph structures are the same after each comparison. Suppose that an algorithm makes \(k = k(m)\) comparisons per cycle on a queue of size \(m\). At the start of each cycle the smallest element is known, so let the number of edges leaving this node at the start of the \(i\)-th cycle be \(d_i\). Then during the \(i\)-th cycle the algorithm must determine which of \(d_i+1\) nodes (the \(d_i\) which lost to the smallest, plus the inserted node) contains the smallest key. By the restriction to tree comparisons this takes exactly \(d_i\) comparisons; hence \(d_i = k\) on every cycle. Thus it suffices to show that any tree comparison algorithm in which the smallest node (henceforth called the root) has a fixed number \(k = k(m)\) of offspring for a queue of size \(m\) is the same as the binomial queue algorithm.

We are therefore led to consider adversaries which attempt to make the degree of the root fluctuate. It will be helpful to first consider two
simpler adversaries: one which attempts to maximize the degree of the root on a single cycle, and another which attempts to minimize it. Since \( \max \) is an increasing function of its arguments, a maximizing adversary can do no better than to maximize the degree of the node which is smaller at each comparison; similarly, the minimizing adversary will minimize this quantity. If the two unbeaten nodes to be compared have degrees \( d_1 \) and \( d_2 \) then the maximum (minimum) resulting degree is \( \max(d_1, d_2) + 1 \) \( \min(d_1, d_2) + 1 \). What strategy can the algorithm use to minimize the degree of the root against a maximizing adversary, or maximize this quantity against a minimizing adversary?

It is useful to abstract this question into a problem on extended binary trees: we are given a vector \( (w_0, w_1, \ldots, w_k) \) of \( k+1 \) real-valued weights, corresponding to the degrees of the \( k+1 \) nodes to be compared, and a function \( f \) which may be \( \max \) or \( \min \). For any binary tree having \( k+1 \) external nodes we associate a real-valued cost with each node. The weights \( w_i \) are assigned as costs to the external nodes, and the costs of internal nodes are computed via the rule: if the two offspring of a node have costs \( u \) and \( v \) then the cost of the node is \( 1 + f(u, v) \). Hence the cost of an internal node is just the degree of the node which wins the corresponding comparison under the adversaries considered above. We define the cost of the resulting binary tree to be the cost of the root, so our problem is to find a binary tree of minimum cost when \( f = \max \), or maximum cost when \( f = \min \). We shall call such trees optimal.

One method of constructing an appropriately labeled binary tree is to use Huffman's algorithm [16]. The first step in this procedure is to select the two smallest weights from the vector \( (w_0, w_1, w_2, \ldots, w_k) \), say \( w_0 \).
and $w_1$. Then solve the problem for the $k$ weights

$$(1 + f(w_0, w_1), w_2, ..., w_k).$$

Finally, replace the external node containing

$1 + f(w_0, w_1)$ with the binary tree

![Binary Tree Diagram]

The tree which results from this procedure is called a Huffman tree.

**Lemma 1.** A Huffman tree is optimal when $f = \max$ and when $f = \min$.

**Proof.** (This proof is similar to the proof that Huffman trees have minimum weighted external path length, given in [26, p. 103]; a different proof for the case $f = \max$ is given in [11].) We argue by induction on $k$, the result being obvious when $k = 0$. It is sufficient to show that when $k > 0$, there is an optimal tree $T$ in which the two smallest weights, say $w_0$ and $w_1$, are contained in external nodes which are offspring of the same internal node. To see why this is enough, first note that by the induction hypothesis, the reduced problem of finding an optimal tree for the weights $(1 + f(w_0, w_1), w_2, ..., w_k)$ is solved by Huffman's algorithm. Call the Huffman tree for the reduced problem $R$; then the cost of $R$ is not worse than the cost of $T$ because a solution to the reduced problem, which $R$ solves optimally, is imbedded in $T$. But the tree $R$ differs from the Huffman tree for the original problem only in the replacement of one external node, which does not change the cost of the root. Hence the Huffman tree for the original problem is optimal.
A second observation is that the cost of a tree is actually determined solely by the levels on which the weights \( w_0, w_1, \ldots, w_k \) appear. The cost of the root is simply \( r(l_0 + w_0, l_1 + w_1, \ldots, l_k + w_k) \) where \( l_1 \) is the level on which weight \( w_1 \) appears in an external node.

We shall prove that the two smallest weights, \( w_0 \) and \( w_1 \), may both appear on the deepest level in an optimal tree. Since there are at least two external nodes at this level and weights on the same level can be rearranged arbitrarily, this will give the result. Suppose that \( w_0 \) appears at level \( l_0 \) and that \( w_j > w_0 \) appears at level \( l_j > l_0 \).

Consider the case \( f = \max \); the effect of \( w_0 \) and \( w_j \) on the cost \( r \) of the root is to guarantee that \( r \geq \max(l_0 + w_0, l_j + w_j) = l_j + w_j \). If \( w_0 \) and \( w_j \) are exchanged, these nodes only force \( r \geq \max(l_j + w_0, l_0 + w_j) < l_j + w_j \), so the switch can only reduce \( r \).

In the case \( f = \min \), we have \( r \leq \min(l_0 + w_0, l_j + w_j) = l_0 + w_0 \) before the switch, and \( r \leq \min(l_j + w_0, l_0 + w_j) > l_0 + w_0 \) after, so the exchange can only increase \( r \).

Using Lemma 1, we can construct the more complicated adversary needed to establish a strong restriction on the algorithms which make a fixed number of comparisons per cycle.

**Lemma 2.** A necessary condition for an algorithm using only tree comparisons to have a fixed degree \( k \) at the root at the start of each cycle is that the out-degrees of the offspring of the root be \( k-1, k-2, \ldots, 1, 0 \) at the start of each cycle.

**Proof.** Suppose that the degrees of the root's offspring, listed in decreasing order, are \( d_{k-1}, d_{k-2}, \ldots, d_1, d_0 \). We define an adversary which
causes the degree of the root to differ from \( k \) if the above degrees are not \( k-1, k-2, \ldots, 0 \). The strategy depends on the first left-to-right discrepancy between the two sequences. Suppose \( i \) is the largest index such that \( d_i \neq i \); then there are two cases according to the relative sizes of \( d_i \) and \( i \).

**Case 1.** \( d_i > i \). The adversary attempts to maximize the degree of the root. Since offspring with degrees \( k-1, k-2, \ldots, i+1 \), and \( d_i > i+1 \) are present, along with the inserted node of degree 0, it is easy to see by Lemma 1 that even when the algorithm uses an optimal strategy against the maximizing adversary, the resulting degree is \( \geq k+1 \).

**Case 2.** \( d_i < i \). The adversary attempts to minimize the degree of the root unless a premature comparison occurs; the \( i \)-th comparison is premature if it involves \( d_j \) where \( j > \max(i-1, i) \). Informally, this means that to avoid a premature comparison, the algorithm must first perform a series of \( i+1 \) comparisons involving only the newly inserted element of degree 0 and the \( i+1 \) trees whose roots have degrees \( d_0 \leq d_1 \leq \ldots \leq d_i < i \). This results in a single tree which is compared with the root of degree \( d_{i+1} = i+1 \); the result of this is then compared with the root of degree \( d_{i+2} = i+2 \), and so on until a single tree remains.

If no premature comparison occurs, then by Lemma 1 the tree which results from the first set of \( i+1 \) comparisons has degree \( \leq i \), so the final result has degree \( \leq k-1 \). If a premature comparison occurs then the adversary changes to a maximizing strategy on that comparison and for all those which follow. An argument similar to the one used in Case 1 shows that the resulting degree is then \( \geq k+1 \). \( \Box \)
We can finally prove the theorem. First note that if the offspring of the root have out-degrees $k-1,k-2,\ldots,0$, then comparisons must proceed as in the binomial queue algorithm in order to guarantee that the root's degree remains at $k$. That is, the inserted node is compared to the degree 0 offspring, then this result is compared to the degree 1 offspring, and so on. This follows from Lemma 1 using either the maximizing or minimizing adversary.

Now order the offspring of each node in the directed graph structure of the queue by their out-degrees, decreasing from left to right. Find a structure arising during the operation of the given priority queue algorithm which differs from the binomial queue structure at some point, such that this discrepancy is as shallow (close to the root) as possible. The discrepancy can't occur at the root, and it can't occur at an offspring of the root by Lemma 2. If it occurs deeper in the tree, then one cycle of the queue can move it toward the root as shown ($X$ is the subtree containing the mismatch);

This contradicts the assumption that the discrepancy was shallowest, and completes the proof. ☐

It seems quite unlikely that an exhaustive analysis of this kind can prove the conjecture stated above.
3.5 Discussion.

Huffman trees were originally used to find an extended binary tree solving the problem

$$\min \sum_{1 \leq i \leq n} l_i \cdot w_i$$

The proof of Lemma 1 shows that Huffman's algorithm also finds trees which optimize

$$\min \max_{1 \leq i \leq n} (l_i + w_i)$$

and

$$\max \min_{1 \leq i \leq n} (l_i + w_i)$$

The first of these problems can be interpreted as a scheduling problem on n parallel processors: we have n jobs with running times \( w_1, w_2, \ldots, w_n \) whose results must be combined pairwise, at unit cost, before a final answer is obtained. Huffman trees minimize the time to compute the final answer in this situation. Both problems can be interpreted in terms of a circuit-design problem: we have n devices with propagation delays \( w_1, w_2, \ldots, w_n \) whose outputs must be combined pairwise, at unit delay, to give a single output. One Huffman tree minimizes the maximum propagation delay; the other maximizes the minimum delay. The latter property can be significant if the circuit is part of a pipeline.

There are as many possible settings for priority queue complexity as there are applications of priority queues. The one chosen here is simple, yet seems representative. An obvious generalization is to allow the queue size to fluctuate in a regular fashion between two widely-spaced values, such as \( m \) and \( m/2 \). In this situation our lower bound on \( \tilde{Q}(m) \)
becomes \( \lg m - \lg(e/2) \), and the upper bounds on \( Q(m) \) and \( \tilde{Q}(m) \) given by sorted linear lists are again nearly tight. But the loser tree and binomial queue structures used to prove upper bounds in the simpler model do not apply in this situation, since they do not grow and shrink gracefully. It would be interesting to find a structure which is nearly optimal in the more general model and can actually be implemented to run in time proportional to the number of comparisons.

It is an open problem to improve upon the upper and lower bounds on \( Q(m) \) or \( \tilde{Q}(m) \) when \( m \) is not a power of 2. It would also be interesting to prove results to the effect that arithmetic on keys cannot help, in the worst case or on the average, when the key space is large compared to the queue size; results of this kind have been shown for selection problems [43;13]. When the key space is restricted to the integers from 1 to \( m \) and arithmetic on keys is allowed, then the priority queue operations can be implemented to run in \( O(\log \log m) \) time [40].

Our abstract study of priority queues has shown that binomial queues of size \( m = 2^k \) are a particularly simple and efficient structure for implementing alternating insertions and deletions, such as occur in replacement selection. When \( m \) is not a power of 2, fewer than \( \lg m \) dummy nodes must be added to make the queue behave as such, since the algorithms never look below a node containing an infinitely large key. Hence binomial queues may be a useful alternative to loser trees for replacement selection.
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Appendix. Priority Queue Implementations

1. SAIL Implementations

1.1 Binomial Queue using Structure R

COMMENT Priority queue routines using structure R for binomial trees.

Notes on the subset of SAIL used here:
1) '"' is the exchange operator.
2) '"DNE "bn"' causes the loop on block named "bn" to be exited.
3) RECORD_POINTER parameters are passed by value.

About programming style:
These routines are not intended to be an easy introduction to binomial queues.
Instead they are meant to be a guide to efficient implementation of binomial queue operations, as might be accomplished in assembly language. This means that in these procedures a large amount of state is kept implicitly in the flow of control, rather than in program variables. We have not attempted to perform other optimizations, such as the assignment of registers, since these can be performed without a global understanding of the algorithms.

About mnemonics:
Identifier names are intended to convey meaning when possible, but have also been kept reasonably short. Names are generally a concatenation of short tags which are abbreviations of something meaningful: Rf for root, Nxt for next, etc. Capitalization is used to delimit the tags, so "the new rightmost root" is written newRtRt. Happy reading!

BEGIN "BinomialQueue"
REQUIRE "(->" DELIMITERS;

RECORD CLASS Node
(RECORD_POINTER(Node) lSib!!, lChild!!; INTEGER Key!!);

COMMENT Abbreviations for Node fields:
DEFINE lSib!! = lNode.lSib!!;
DEFINE lChild!! = lNode.lChild!!;
DEFINE Key!! = lNode.Key!!;

RECORD CLASS QueueHeader (RECORD_POINTER(Node) leftmostRoot; INTEGER Size);

BOOLEAN PROCEDURE ODD(INTEGER i);
RETURN((1 AND i));
PROCEDURE Insert (RECORD_POINTER(Node) x; RECORD_POINTER(QueueHeader) Q);
BEGIN "Insert"
RECORD_POINTER(Node) rtmAt, nExtAt;
INTEGER s;
s = QueueHeader:Size(Q);
IF s > 0 THEN rtmAt = Sibling(QueueHeader;leftmostRoot(Q));
CHILD(x) = NULL RECORD;
IF ODD(s) THEN BEGIN
  "The rightmost tree in q consists of a single node; merge it into x. (The merge
  of R0's is treated specially to eliminate a test from the inner loop.)"
  nExtAt = Sibling(rtmAt);
  IF Key(x) > Key(rtmAt) THEN x = rtmAt;
  CHILD(x) = rtmAt;
  Sibling(rtmAt) = rtmAt;
  WHILE TRUE DO BEGIN "MergeLoop"
    rtmAt = nExtAt; s = s/2;
    IF NOT ODD(s) THEN DONE "MergeLoop";
    "The rightmost tree remaining is the same size as x; merge it into x."
    nExtAt = Sibling(rtmAt);
    IF Key(x) > Key(rtmAt) THEN x = rtmAt;
    Sibling(rtmAt) = Sibling(CHILD(x));
    Sibling(CHILD(x)) = rtmAt;
    CHILD(x) = rtmAt
  END "MergeLoop"
END;
IF s = 0 THEN BEGIN
  "The entire forest has been merged into x. (The forest size is a power of two, so
  some of the original forest remains; x is the rightmost root in the new forest.)"
  Sibling(QueueHeader;leftmostRoot(Q)) = x;
  Sibling(x) = rtmAt
END ELSE BEGIN
  "Some of the original forest remains; x is the rightmost root in the new forest"
  Sibling(QueueHeader;leftmostRoot(Q)) = x;
  Sibling(x) = rtmAt
END;
QueueHeader:Size(Q) = QueueHeader:Size(Q) + 1;
END "Insert";
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RECORD POINTER(Node) PROCEDURE DeleteSmallest (RECORD_PTR1[QueueHeader])D1;
BEGIN "DeleteSmallest"
RECORD POINTER(Node) ltmRt, rtmRt, smallest, pred, succ, smallestPred, rtmChild,
    predPtr, succPtr, nextPtr;
BEGIN ltmRt = QueueHeader.leftmostRoot; rtmRt = ltmRt; s = QueueHeader.Size;
IF ltmRt = rtmRt THEN BEGIN "There is only one tree in the forest."
    "Return the root, and make the new forest from its sons."
    smallest = ltmRt;
    QueueHeader.leftmostRoot = ltmRt[Child[ltmRt]]
END "There are two or more trees in the forest."
ELSE BEGIN "Search for the node containing the smallest key in the queue."
    [Sibling[ltmRt]] = NULL RECORD; "Mark the leftmost node to stop search."
    smallestKey = Key[ltmRt]; pred = ltmRt; succ = rtmRt;
DO BEGIN
    IF smallestKey < Key[succ] THEN BEGIN
        smallestKey = Key[succ]; smallestPred = pred END;
    pred = succ; succ = [Sibling[succ]]
END UNTIL succ = NULL RECORD;
    smallest = [Sibling[smallestPred]];
    smallest = NULL RECORD THEN BEGIN "The rightmost root is smallest."
                        smallest = rtmRt;
    IF s > 0 THEN
        "The rightmost tree is a single node; just remove it from the forest."
        [Sibling[ltmRt]] = [Sibling[smallest]]
ELSE BEGIN
    "The sons of the rightmost root become the smallest trees in the new forest."
    [Sibling[ltmRt]] = [Sibling[Child[smallest]]];
    [Sibling[Child[smallest]]] = [Sibling[smallest]]
END
ELSE BEGIN "The rightmost root is smallest."
ELSE BEGIN "A root other than the rightmost is smallest."
    "The tree containing this root must be replaced. A replacement tree is formed
    by merging the rightmost tree in the forest with the children of the removed
    root. Children which are smaller in size than the rightmost tree become the
    smallest trees in the new forest."
    rtmChild = [Sibling[Child[smallest]]];
    [Sibling[Child[smallest]]] = NULL RECORD; "Mark leftmost child to stop scan."
    IF s > 0 THEN
    "The queue size was even before the deletion, so some children of the
    removed root will move up to become the smallest trees in the new forest.
    Scan through the children until merge, the one which will merge with
    the rightmost tree in the forest, is reached."
    predPtr = rtmChild;
    s = s/2;
    WHILE s > 0 DO BEGIN
        rtmChild = ltmChild[rmChild]; s = s/2 END;
    merge = [Sibling[rmChild]];
    IF smallestPred < rtmRt THEN
        "The tree to the right of the removed root is the rightmost tree, and thus
        will be consumed in building the replacement tree. So the replacement's
        predecessor will be the leftmost child which moves up."
        smallestPred = rtmRt ELSE
        "Link the children into the right of the forest now, since their [Sibling
        is not the replacement and is therefore known."
        [Sibling[rmChild]] = [Sibling[rtmRt]]
ELSE BEGIN

"The queue size is odd, so all children of the removed root will be used
to make the replacement."
newRtmL = ISibling[rtnL];
IF smallestPred = rtmL THEN

"The replacement tree will be the rightmost tree in the new forest; hence
newRtmL and smallestPred cannot be given true values now. Flag
this with smallestPred = NULL_RECORD."
smallestPred = NULL_RECORD;
"Perform the first merge. The merge of B0's is handled specially in order
remove a test from the inner loop."
mergeL = ISibling[rtmL];
IF Key[rtmL] > Key[rtmL] THEN rtmL = rtmL;
|Child[rtmL] + rtmL;
ISibling[rtmL] + rtmL;
END;

"Complete the merge."
WHILE mergeL = NULL_RECORD DO BEGIN
nextL = ISibling[nextL];
IF Key[rtmL] > Key[nextL] THEN rtmL = mergeL;
ISibling[nextL] = ISibling[rtmL];
ISibling[nextL] = mergeL;
nextL = mergeL;
END;

"If remains to fix up some links between roots in the forest: 1) ISibling link
from leftmost root to rightmost root, 2) ISibling link from replacement tree
to the next larger tree, and 3) ISibling link to replacement tree from the
next smaller tree. Many forms of degeneracy are possible..."
IF smallest = rtmL THEN BEGIN

"The leftmost tree was replaced, so link from header must be fixed."
QueueHeader.leftmostRoot(Q, rtmL);
IF smallestPred = NULL_RECORD THEN

"The replacement tree is the only tree in the forest: 1), 2), and 3) are
identical."
ISibling[rtmL] = rtmL;
ELSE BEGIN

"There is another tree in the forest, besides the replacement: 1) and 2)
are identical."
ISibling[rtmL] = newRtmL;
ISibling[smallestPred] = rtmL;
END;
END;
ELSE BEGIN

"There is a tree larger than the replacement, so 2) can be filled in now."
ISibling[rtmL] = ISibling[smallest];
IF smallestPred = NULL_RECORD THEN

"There is no tree smaller than the replacement: 1) and 3) are identical."
ISibling[rtmL] = rtmL;
ELSE BEGIN

"The nondegenerate case: 1), 2), and 3) are distinct."
ISibling[rtmL] = newRtmL;
ISibling[smallestPred] = rtmL;
END;
END;
ELSE "A root other than the rightmost is smallest."
END;
ELSE "There are two or more trees in the forest."
QueueHeader.Size(Q) = QueueHeader.Size(Q) - 1;
ISibling[smallest] = ISibling[smallest] = NULL_RECORD;
RETURN(smallest);
END;
ELSE "DeleteSmallest";
PROCEDURE Union (RECORD_POINTER(QueueHeader) 1, Q);
BEGIN "Union"
RECORD POINTER(Node) ARRAY Bk[1:3];
INTEGER i;
COMMENT Bk is a stack of Bk trees which is accumulated for each stage of
the "addition." "Carries" are propagated through Bk[1]. The integer i
is the stack pointer, i.e., it is the number of trees in the stack.
RECORD POINTER(Node) r1, r0, rf, dummy;
COMMENT rf points to the largest tree in the result forest which has been
generated,
INTEGER s1, s0;
s1 = QueueHeader:Size[1]; IF s1<0 THEN r1 = ISibling[QueueHeader:LeftMostRoot[1]]; s0 = QueueHeader:Size[0]; IF s0<0 THEN r0 = ISibling[QueueHeader:LeftMostRoot[0]]; dummy = NEW_RECORD(Node); rf = dummy;
i = 0;
"The binary addition algorithm."
"The B0 trees are handled specially to remove tests from the inner loop."
IF (i<!0) THEN BEGIN
i := i+1; Bk[i] = r1; r1 = ISibling[r1] END;
IF (i<!0) THEN BEGIN
i := i+1; Bk[i] = r0; r0 = ISibling[r0] END;
IF i=1 THEN BEGIN
ISibling[r1] = Bk[1]; rf = Bk[1]; i := 0 END;
IF i=2 THEN BEGIN
IF Key[Bk[1]] > Key[Bk[2]] THEN Bk[1] = Bk[2];
ISibling[Bk[1]] = Bk[2];
IF ISibling[Bk[1]] = Bk[2];
i := 0 END;
END;
s1 = s1/2; s0 = s0/2;
"The general step."
WHILE (s1<0) OR (s0<0) DO BEGIN
IF (i<!0) THEN BEGIN
i := i+1; Bk[i] = r1; r1 = ISibling[r1] END;
IF (i<!0) THEN BEGIN
i := i+1; Bk[i] = r0; r0 = ISibling[r0] END;
IF (i=1) OR (i=3) THEN BEGIN
ISibling[r1] = Bk[1]; rf = Bk[1]; i := i-1 END;
IF i=1 THEN BEGIN
IF Key[Bk[1]] > Key[Bk[2]] THEN Bk[1] = Bk[2];
ISibling[Bk[2]] = ISibling[ISibling[Bk[1]]];
IF ISibling[Bk[1]] = Bk[2];
ISibling[ISibling[Bk[1]]] = Bk[2];
i := 0 END;
END;
s1 := s1/2; s0 := s0/2 END;
"Handle a carry off the end, if present."
IF i=1 THEN BEGIN
ISibling[r1] = Bk[1]; rf = Bk[1] END;
"Link the result into Q, and clear out i."
ISibling[r1] = ISibling[dummy];
"At this point the dummy node can be explicitly deallocated to save GC's."
QueueHeader:LeftMostRoot[0] = rf;
QueueHeader:Size[0] = QueueHeader:Size[1]; QueueHeader:Size[1] = QueueHeader:Size[0];
QueueHeader:LeftMostRoot[1] = NULL_RECORD;
QueueHeader:Size[1] = 0;
END "Union";
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1.2 Binomial Queue using Structure K.

COMMENT Priority queue routines using structure K for binomial trees.

Notes on the subset of SAIL used here:
1) "^" is the exchange operator.
2) "DONE "bn"" causes the loop on block named "bn" to be exited.
3) RECORD POINTER parameters are passed by value.

About programming style:
These routines are not intended to be an easy introduction to binomial queues. Instead they are meant to be a guide to efficient implementation of binomial queue operations, as might be accomplished in assembly language. This means that in these procedures a large amount of state is kept implicitly in the flow of control, rather than in program variables. We have not attempted to perform other optimizations, such as the assignment of registers, since these can be performed without a global understanding of the algorithms.

About acronyms:
Identifier names are intended to convey meaning when possible, but have also been kept reasonably short. Names are generally a concatenation of short tags which are abbreviations of something meaningful; Rt for root, Nxt for next, etc. Capitalization is used to delimit the tags, so "the new rightmost root" is written newRt. Happy reading;

BEGIN "BinomialQueue"
REQUIRE "<" DEF ba cKERS;

RECORD CLASS Node
(RECORD_POINTER (ANY_CLASS) ISibling); RECORD POINTER (Node) I Child; INTEGER Key!);

COMMENT The ISibling! field is declared ANY CLASS because it must refer to records
of class QueueHeader as well as class Node. SAIL does not handle forward
RECORD CLASS declarations correctly.;

COMMENT Abbreviations for Node fields:;
DEFINE ISibling = |Node|ISibling|;
DEFINE IChild = |Node|IChild|;
DEFINE Key = |Node|Key|;

RECORD CLASS QueueHeader
(RECORD_POINTER (Node) ISibling!, IChild!; INTEGER Size);

COMMENT It is essential that ISibling! have the same offset in both Node and
QueueHeader, since the condition ISibling! = NULL_RECORD is what distinguishes
header nodes from others. In some programming languages (e.g. Simula) there are
facilities for declaring such restrictions explicitly.;

BOOLEAN PROCEDURE ODD (INTEGER i)
RETURN (i AND 1);
PROCEDURE Insert (RECORD_POINTER(Node) x; RECORD POINTER(QueueHeader) Q);
BEGIN "Insert"
   RECORD POINTER(Node) rtmRt, nxtRt;
   INTEGER s;
   s = QueueHeader:Size[Q];
   rtmRt = QueueHeader:Child[Q];
   IChild[x] = NULL_RECORD;
   IF QOO() THEN BEGIN
      "The rightmost tree in Q consists of a single node; merge it into x. (The merge
      of R's is treated specially to eliminate a test from the inner loop.)"
      nxtRt = ISibling[rtmRt];
      IF Key[x] > Key[rtmRt] THEN x = rtmRt;
      IChild[x] = rtmRt;
      WHILE TRUE DO BEGIN "MergeLoop"
         rtmRt = nxtRt; s = s/2;
         IF s < 0 THEN DONE "MergeLoop";
         "The rightmost tree remaining is the same size as x; merge it into x."
         nxtRt = ISibling[rtmRt];
         IF Key[x] > Key[rtmRt] THEN x = rtmRt;
         ISibling[IChild[rtmRt]] = IChild[x];
         ISibling[IChild[x]] = rtmRt;
         IChild[x] = rtmRt
      END "MergeLoop";
      ISibling[IChild[x]] = Q;
   END;
   QueueHeader:Size[Q] = QueueHeader:Size[Q] + 1;
END "Insert";

RECORD POINTER (Node) PROCEDURE DeleteSmallest (RECORD POINTER (QueueHeader) Q)
BEGIN "Delete Smallest"

RECORD POINTER (Node) rtmRt, smallest, p, rtmChild, rightRt, newRtmRt, mergeTree, nextTree;
INTEGER s, smallestKey;
rtmRt + QueueHeader: (Child) [Q]; s + QueueHeader: Size (Q);

"Search for the node containing the smallest key in the queue."

smallest + rtmRt; smallestKey + Key [smallest];
p + [Sibling] [smallest];
WHILE [Sibling] (p) = NULL_RECORD DO BEGIN
  IF smallestKey > Key [p] THEN BEGIN
    smallest + p; smallestKey + Key [smallest] END;
p + [Sibling] (p)
END;

"Merge the offspring of the smallest node with the rightmost tree in the forest, unless the rightmost tree contained the smallest."

rtmChild + [Child] [smallest];
IF rtmChild = NULL_RECORD THEN BEGIN "smallest is a B0."
  "The deletion can be completed now."
  IF s = 1 THEN
    QueueHeader: (Child) [Q] + NULL_RECORD
ELSE BEGIN
    QueueHeader: (Child) [Q] + [Sibling] [smallest];
    [Sibling] [Child] [Sibling] [smallest]] + Q
END;
ELSE BEGIN "smallest is a B0."
ELSE BEGIN "smallest is not a B0."
  "Find the rightmost child of the smallest node."
  WHILE [Child] [rtmChild] = NULL_RECORD DO
    rtmChild + [Sibling] [Child] [rtmChild];
  IF smallest = rtmRt THEN BEGIN "smallest is the rightmost root."
    "The deletion can be completed now."
    QueueHeader: (Child) [Q] + rtmChild;
    [Sibling] [Child] [Sibling] [smallest]] + [Sibling] [smallest];
    IF [Sibling] [smallest] = Q THEN
      [Sibling] [Child] [Sibling] [Sibling] [smallest]] + [Child] [smallest]
END;
ELSE BEGIN "smallest is the rightmost root."
ELSE BEGIN "smallest is not the rightmost root."

  "Set up for the merge."

  rightRt + [Sibling] [Child] [smallest];
  [Sibling] [Child] [smallest]] + NULL_RECORD; "Mark leftmost child."
  IF -O000 (s) THEN BEGIN
    "The rightmost tree is not a B0, so some children of smallest will be the smallest trees in the new forest."
    newRtmRt + rtmRt;
    s + s/2;
  WHILE -O000 (s) DO BEGIN
    rtmRt + [Sibling] [rtmChild]; s + s/2 END;
  mergeTree + [Sibling] [rtmChild];
  IF rightRt = rtmRt THEN
    rightRt + rtmChild
ELSE BEGIN
  [Sibling] [rtmChild] + [Sibling] [rtmChild];
  [Sibling] [Child] [Sibling] [rtmRt]] + rtmChild
END
END
ELSE BEGIN
   "The rightmost tree is a B0, so it combines with all of the children of smallest to form the replacement tree."
   IF rightRt = rtmRt THEN
      rightRt = NULL_RECORD
   ELSE BEGIN
      newRtRt = {Sibling[rtmRt]};
      {Sibling[Child[rtmRt]]} = rtmRt;
   END;
   "Perform the first merge. The merge of B0's is handled specially in order to eliminate a test from the inner loop."
   rtRt = {Sibling[rtmChild]};
   IF Key[rtmChild] > Key[rtmChild] THEN rtRt = rtmChild;
   {Child[rtmChild]} = rtmChild;
   END;

   "Complete the merge."

   WHILE merge = NULL_RECORD DO BEGIN
      rtRt = merge;
      IF Key[rtmChild] > Key[merge] THEN rtRt = merge;
      IF {Sibling[Child[rtmChild]]} = rtRt THEN rtRt = merge;
      {Sibling[Child[rtmChild]]} = merge;
      rtRt = merge;
      END;

   "Link the tree created by the merge into the forest."

   {Sibling[rtmRt]} = {Sibling[smallest]};
   IF {Sibling[smallest]} = NULL_RECORD THEN
      {Sibling[Child[rtmChild]]} = rtmRt;
   IF rightRt = NULL_RECORD THEN BEGIN
      QueueHeader: Child[0] = rtmRt;
      {Sibling[Child[rtmRt]]} = rtmRt;
      END;
   ELSE BEGIN
      QueueHeader: Child[0] = newRtRt;
      {Sibling[rightRt]} = rtmRt;
      {Sibling[Child[rightRt]]} = rightRt;
      END;
   END;
END "smallest is not the rightmost root."
END "smallest is not a B0."
QueueHeader: Size[0] = QueueHeader: Size[0] - 1;
{Sibling[smallest]} = {Child[smallest]} = NULL_RECORD;
RETURN(smallest);
END "DeleteSmallest";
RECORD_POINTER(QueueHeader) PROCEDURE Delete (RECORD_POINTER(Node) x);
BEGIN "Delete"
RECORD_POINTER(QueueHeader) Q;
RECORD_POINTER(Node) p, rtwRt, rightRt, leftRt, pN, Fr, Tr, newRtwRt, mrgTree,
nextTree;
COMMENT Here I denote: the tree containing x., and Tr the tree which replaces T;
RECORD_POINTER(Node) ARRAY path[18]; COMMENT 18 is lgi(max queue size) + 1;
INTEGER i, s, iSave;
LABEL MergeForests, DeleteReturn;

"Climb out of the binomial queue to reach the queue header; save the trail
of nodes visited in the 'path' array."

p = x; i = 0;
WHILE p ≠ NULL_RECORD DO BEGIN
i = i + 1; path[i] = p; p = ISibling[p] END;
Q = path[i]; i = i - 1;
s = QueueHeader:Size[Q]; rtwRt = QueueHeader:Child[Q];

"How did we get to the queue header? There are two possibilities: either
from the IChild of the rightmost root, or from the leftmost root."

IF path[i] = IChild[r twRt] THEN BEGIN
"x is a non-root node in the rightmost tree."
rightRt = NULL_RECORD;
leftRt = ISibling[rightRt];
pN = rtwRt
END ELSE BEGIN
"Either x is the root of the rightmost tree, or it is in some tree other than
the rightmost. Locate the root of the tree containing x."
WHILE TRUE DO BEGIN "RootSearch"
IF i < 2 THEN BEGIN "x is a root."
"The dismantling of the tree containing x can be completed now."
leftRt = ISibling[x];
IF IChild[x] ≠ NULL_RECORD THEN BEGIN "x is a B0."
"The deletion can be completed now."
IF s = 1 THEN
QueueHeader:Child[Q] = NULL_RECORD
ELSE BEGIN
QueueHeader:Child[Q] = leftRt;
ISibling[IChild[leftRt]] = Q
END;
GOTO DeleteReturn
END "x is a B0."
rightRt = ISibling[IChild[x]]; IF rightRt = Q THEN rightRt = NULL_RECORD;
Fr = IChild[x]; ISibling[Fr] = NULL_RECORD;
WHILE IChild[Fr] ≠ NULL_RECORD DO Fr = ISibling[IChild[Fr]];
GOTO MergeForests
END "x is a root."
IF IChild[path[i]] = path[i-2] THEN DONE "RootSearch";
i = i - 1
END "RootSearch";
"x is a non-root node in some tree other than the rightmost."
pN = path[i];
rightRt = path[i-1]; leftRt = ISibling[pN]; i = i - 2
END;

"We are here to dismantle the tree containing the node x; x is not the
root of this tree, since that special case was handled above.
The dismantling proceeds top down; large trees are generated before small.
ones. At each step, there is a forest of trees already saved, linked from smaller to larger, in Fr. There is also a node on the 'true' path from x to the root of the tree containing x, in pN. Each step begins by finding the path node on the level on the next lower level. Any trees to the left of this lower path node are added to the forest; then a tree formed from pN and the trees to the right of the lower path node is added. Then the lower path node becomes pN, and the process repeats on the new level until the level of node x is reached.

When the dismantling begins, pN is the root of the tree containing x
and i is an index in path such that |Child(pN) = path[i].

Fr = NULL_RECORD;
WHILE TRUE DO BEGIN "DownLoop"
  i = i + 1;
  WHILE TRUE DO BEGIN "RightLoop"
    IF i-2 = 0 THEN DONE "DownLoop";
    IF iChild[i] = path[i-2] THEN DONE "RightLoop";
    i = i+1;
  END "RightLoop";
  IF iSave = 1 THEN BEGIN
    (iSibling[Path[iSave]] = Fr; Fr = path[i+1]) END;
  (iChild[pN] = path[i+1]; iSibling[pN] = Fr; Fr = pN;
  pN = path[i]; i = i-2
END "DownLoop";
IF iSave = 1 THEN BEGIN
  (iSibling[iSave] = Fr; Fr = path[i]) END;
  IF iChild(x) = NULL_RECORD THEN (iChild(pN) = NULL_RECORD
ELSE BEGIN
  (iChild[pN] = iSibling[iChild(x)];
  (iSibling[iChild(x)] = Fr; Fr = iChild(x);
  WHILE iChild(Fr) = NULL_RECORD DO Fr = iSibling[iChild(Fr)]
END;

MergeForests:

"The variables passed from above are rtmRt, rightRtT, leftRtT, Fr, G, and s."

IF rightRtT = NULL_RECORD THEN BEGIN "the rightmost tree was dismantled."
  "The deletion can be completed now;"
  QueueHeader: iChild[0] = Fr;
  WHILE iSibling(Fr) = NULL_RECORD DO BEGIN
    (iSibling[iChild[iSibling(Fr)]] = Fr; Fr = iSibling(Fr)) END;
  (iSibling(Fr) = leftRtT; IF leftRtT = 0 THEN (iSibling[iChild[leftRtT]] = Fr
END) "the rightmost tree was dismantled."
ELSE BEGIN "a non-rightmost tree was dismantled."

"Set up to merge Fr with the rightmost tree."
Fr = rtmRt;
IF -0(s) THEN BEGIN
  "The queue size is even before the deletion, so some trees in Tr' will move up to become the smallest trees in the new forest."
  newRtRtRt = Fr;
  s = s/2;
  WHILE -0(s) DO BEGIN
    (iSibling[iChild[iSibling(Fr)]] = Fr; Fr = iSibling(Fr); 
    s = s/2 END;
  mergeTree = iSibling(Fr);
  IF rightRtT = rtmRt THEN
    rightRtT = Fr
ELSE BEGIN
  |Sibling[Fr] = |Sibling|rtmRt];
  |Sibling|Child|Sibling|rtmRt] + Fr
END

ELSE BEGIN
  "The queue size is odd, so all children of the removed root will be used
to make the replacement."
  IF rightRt = rtmRt THEN
     rightRt = NULL_RECORD
  ELSE BEGIN
     newRtmRt = |Sibling|rtmRt];
     |Sibling|Child[newRtmRt] + Q
END:
  "Perform the first merge. The merge of B0’s is handled specially in order
speed up the inner loop."
  mrgTree = |Sibling|Fr];
  IF Key|lr] > Key|Fr] THEN
     Tr = Fr;
     |Child|lr] + Fr;
END:
  "Complete the merge."

WHILE mrgTree = NULL_RECORD DO BEGIN
  nxtTree = |Sibling|mrgTree];
  IF Key|lr] > Key|mrgTree] THEN Tr = mrgTree;
  |Sibling|Child[mrgTree] + |Child|Tr];
  |Sibling|Child|lr] + mrgTree;
  |Child|lr] + mrgTree;
  mrgTree = nxtTree;
END:
  "The merge is complete: Link the new tree lr into the forest."
  |Sibling|lr] = leftRt;
  IF leftRt + Q THEN |Sibling|Child[leftRt] + Tr;
  IF rightRt = NULL_RECORD THEN BEGIN
     QueueHeader: |Child|Q] + lr;
     |Sibling|Child|Tr] + Q
END
ELSE BEGIN
  QueueHeader: |Child|Q] + newRtmRt;
  |Sibling[rightRt] + Tr; |Sibling|Child|Tr] + rightRt
END
END "a non-rightmost tree was dismantled."

DeleteReturn; 
QueueHeader:Size|Q] = QueueHeader:Size|Q] - 1;
|Sibling|X] + |Child|X] + NULL_RECORD;
RETURN|Q|
END "Delete":
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PROCEDURE Union(RECORD_HEADER1, Q);
BEGIN "Union"
RECORD POINTER(Node) ARRAY Bk[i:3];
INTEGER i;
COMMENT Bk is a stack of Bk trees which is accumulated for each stage of
the addition. "Carries" are propagated through Bk[i]. The integer i
is the stack pointer, i.e., it is the number of trees in the stack:
RECORD POINTER(Node) r1, r2, rf, dummy;
COMMENT rf points to the largest tree in the result forest which has been
generated;
INTEGER r1, r2;
s1 = QueueHeader:Size[1]; r1 = QueueHeader:Child [1];
s0 = QueueHeader:Size [0]; r0 = QueueHeader:Child [0];
dummy = NEW RECORD (Node);
rF = dummy;
i = 0;

"The binary addition algorithm."

"The Bk trees are handled specially to remove tests from the inner loop."
IF ODD(s1) THEN BEGIN
i = i + 1; Bk[i] = r1; r1 = Sibling[r1] END;
IF ODD(s2) THEN BEGIN
i = i + 1; Bk[i] = r0; r0 = Sibling[r0] END;
IF i = 1 THEN BEGIN
Sibling[r1] = Bk[i]; rF = Bk[i]; i = 0 END;
IF i = 2 THEN BEGIN
IF Key(Bk[1]) > Key(Bk[2]) THEN Bk[1] = Bk[2];
 Child(Bk[1]) = Bk[2];
i = 1
END;
s1 = s1 / 2; s0 = s0 / 2;

"The general step."
WHILE (s1 > 0) OR (s0 > 0) DO BEGIN
IF ODD(s1) THEN BEGIN
i = i + 1; Bk[i] = r1; r1 = Sibling[r1] END;
IF ODD(s2) THEN BEGIN
i = i + 1; Bk[i] = r0; r0 = Sibling[r0] END;
IF i = 1 OR i = 0 THEN BEGIN
Sibling[r1] = Bk[i]; Sibling[Child[Bk[i]]] = rF;
rF = Bk[i]; i = i - 1
END;
IF i = 2 THEN BEGIN
IF Key[Bk[1]] > Key[Bk[2]] THEN Bk[1] = Bk[2];
Child[Bk[1]] = Child[Bk[2]]; Sibling[Child[Bk[1]]] = Child[Bk[1]];
Child[Bk[1]] = Bk[2]; i = 1
END;
s1 = s1 / 2; s0 = s0 / 2
END;

"Handle a carry off the end, if present."
IF i = 1 THEN BEGIN
Sibling[rF] = Bk[1];
Sibling[Child[Bk[1]]] = rF;
rF = Bk[1]
END;

"Link the result into Q, and clear out i."
Sibling[rF] = Q;
QueueHeader:Child[Q] = Sibling[dummy];
"At this point the dummy node can be explicitly deallocated to save CC's."

IF [Child][QueueHeader][Child][Q]] ≠ NULL_RECORD THEN

Child[QueueHeader][Child][Q]] + Q;

QueueHeader::Size[Q] + QueueHeader::Size[Q] + QueueHeader::Size[Q];

QueueHeader::[Child][T]] ≠ NULL_RECORD;

QueueHeader::Size[T] + Q;

END "Union";
2. FAIL Implementations.

2.1 Binomial Queue using Structure R.

TITLE EQ
SUBTITLE Binomial queue priority queue routines using structure R.
ENTRY INS_EQ,DEL_EQ

;Registers:
\$SAIL_R+1 : SAIL result register for typed procedures.
\$SAIL_P+17 : SAIL regular PUL.

;Node Fields:
\$LCHILD : 0 : Pointer to leftmost child of tree in forest.
\$SIZE : 1 : Fullword integer count of number of elements in queue.
\$LCHILD : 0 : Queue element (binomial queue) node.
\$LSTLING : 0 : Pointer to next sib to left of this node (left half).
\$KEY : 1 : Fullword integer or real key (i.e., node priority).

\$INS_EQ:HALT : Here on insertion into Queue with SIZE < 0.
\$DEL_EQ:HALT : Here on deletion from Queue with SIZE ≤ 0.
2. FAIL Implementations.

2.1 Binomial Queue using Structure R.

TITLE BQ
SUBRIL Binomial queue priority queue routines using structure R.
ENTRY INS_BQ, DEL_BQ

; Registers:
\$SAIL.R+1 ; SAIL result register for typed procedures.
\$SAIL.P+17 ; SAIL regular PUL.

; Node Fields:
\$MOST+0 ; Pointer to root of leftmost tree in forest.
\$SIZE+1 ; Fullword integer count of number of elements in queue.

; Queue element (binomial queue) node:
\$CHILD+0 ; Pointer to leftmost child of this node (right half).
\$SIBLING+0 ; Pointer to next sib to left of this node (left half).
\$KEY+1 ; Fullword integer or real key (i.e., node priority).

\$INS_UFL:HALT ; Here on insertion into queue with $SIZE < 0.
\$DEL_UFL:HALT ; Here on deletion from queue with $SIZE <= 0.
BEGIN INS_BQ : Binomial queue insertion

10. 0
11. 1
x. 2
LNK. 4 : LMOST_ROOT
RM. 5 : RMOST_ROOT
NXTR. 6 : NEXT_ROOT
S. 7
S1. 8+1 : procedure INSERT(reference(NODE) X;
          reference(QUEUEHEADER) Q);

INS_BQ: ; A00G S, SIZE(Q) : S + SIZE(Q) + SIZE(Q) + 1
          BST INVL
          MOVE LMR, LMOST(Q) : LMOST_ROOT + LMOST(Q)
          HRZ LMR, LSLIBLING(LMR); RMOST_ROOT + LSLIBLING(LMOST_ROOT)
          HRZ X, -2(SAIL_P)
          SELZM LSLIBLING(X) : LCHILD(X) + NIIL;
          LSCH S, -1
          JUMP SI, M_DONE : if even(S) then (Handle first merge specially.)
          HRZ NXTR, LSLIBLING(RMR); NEXT_ROOT + LSLIBLING(RMOST_ROOT)
          MOVE TO, KEY(X)
          CANE TO, KEY(AMR) : if KEY(X) > KEY(RMOST_ROOT)
          EXCH X, AMR : then X = RMOST_ROOT endif
          HRM RR, LCHILD(X) : LCHILD(X) + RMOST_ROOT
          MOVE RR, LSLIBLING(AMR); LSLIBLING(RMOST_ROOT) + RMOST_ROOT;
          MOVE RR, (NXTR) : RMOST_ROOT + NEXT_ROOT
          LSCH S, -1 : S + S/2
          JUMP SI, M_DONE : loop while even(S):

M_LOOP: ; A00G S, SIZE(Q) : S + SIZE(Q) + SIZE(Q) + 1
          BST INVL
          MOVE TO, KEY(X)
          CANE TO, KEY(AMR) : if KEY(X) > KEY(RMOST_ROOT)
          EXCH X, AMR : then X = RMOST_ROOT endif
          HRZ T1, LCHILD(X) : T1 + LCHILD(X)
          HRM RR, LCHILD(X) : LCHILD(X) + RMOST_ROOT
          HRZ T0, LSLIBLING(T1) : T0 + LSLIBLING(T1)
          HRM RM, LSLIBLING(T0) : LSLIBLING(RMOST_ROOT) + T0
          MOVE RM, (NXTR) : RMOST_ROOT + NEXT_ROOT
          LSCH S, -1 : S + S/2
          JUMP SI, M_SORT : repeat
          endif;

M_DONE: ; A00G S, LINKIN : if S = 1 then
          MOVE X, LMOST(Q) : LMOST(Q) + X;
          HRM X, LSLIBLING(X) : LSLIBLING(X) + X
          EXIT else
          LINKIN: ; A00G X, LSLIBLING(LMR) : LSLIBLING(LMOST_ROOT) + X;
          HRM RM, LSLIBLING(X) : LSLIBLING(X) + RMOST_ROOT
          endif

EXIT: ; SUB SAIL_P, (3, 3)
        SUB e3(SAIL_P)
        BIND INS_BQ : end (INSERT)
BEGIN DEL_BQ ; Binomial queue deletion

TD. 0
TI. 2
Q. 3
LHR. 4 ; LMOST_ROOT
ARR. 5 ; RMOST_ROOT
NHR. 6 ; NEW_RMOST_ROOT
MR. 7 ; MERGE_CHILD
MRD. 10 ; RESULT_PRED
MRG. 11 ; RMOST_CHILD
S. 13
S1. S+1
Hlst_Key TO
FRED. TI
SUCC. MC
NC. S ; NEXT_CHILD

↑DEL_BQ; HHRZ Q, -1 (SAIL_P) ; reference (NODE) procedure DeleteSmallest
SUGSE S, SIZE (Q) ; S = SIZE (Q) + SIZE (Q) + 1;
JAST DEL_UFL ; if S < 0 then ERROR endif;
MOVE LHR, LMOST (Q) ; LMOST_ROOT = LMOST (Q);
HHRZ ARR, LSIBLING (LHR); RMOST_ROOT = LSIBLING (LMOST_ROOT);
CAIN ARR, (LMA) ; if LMOST_ROOT = RMOST_ROOT then
; The forest consists of a single tree, whose root
; contains the best key in the forest. Remove the
; root, making the new forest from its children,
; and we're done.

JAST [MOVE] SAIL_R, (LMA); DEL_BQ = LMOST_ROOT;
HHRZ 10, LCHILD (LMR)
MOVEM 10, LMOST (Q); LCHILD (LMOST_ROOT) =
JAST EXIT
; else
; The forest consists of more than one tree;
; search the roots of these trees for the best key.
; Scan the forest from right to left, but use the
; best key in the leftmost tree as an estimate of
; the best key in the forest.

HLMN ARR, LSIBLING (LMA); LSIBLING (LMOST_ROOT) = NIL;
MOVE BEST_KEY, KEY (LMA); BEST_KEY = KEY (LMOST_ROOT);
MOVE1 PRED, (LMA) ; PRED = LMOST_ROOT;
MOVE1 SUCC, (ARR) ; SUCC = RMOST_ROOT;
JAST S_LOOP
NEW_BST; MOVE BEST_KEY, KEY (SUCC)
MOVE1 PRED, (PRED)
MOVE1 PRED, (SUCC)
HHRZ SUCC, LSIBLING (SUCC)
JUMP SUCC, S_DONE ; loop until SUCC = NIL;

S_LOOP: CAML BEST_KEY, KEY (SUCC); if BEST_KEY ≥ KEY (SUCC)
JAST NEW_BST ; then BEST_KEY = KEY (SUCC);
; RESULT_PRED = PRED
; endif;
MOVE1 PRED, (SUCC) ; PRED = SUCC;
HHRZ SUCC, LSIBLING (SUCC); SUCC = LSIBLING (SUCC)
JUMPn SUCC, S_LOOP ; repeat;

S_DONE: HHRZ SAIL_R, LSIBLING (PRED); DEL_BQ = LSIBLING (RESULT_PRED);
LHRZ 1, S ; the best key is in the root of the smallest
; tree in the forest. If this root has children,
then they move up to become the roots of the smallest trees in the forest, and we’re done.

DEL_BO + RMOST_ROOT;

if even(S) then

(The best key is in an S0 tree which is
distinct from the leftmost tree.) Remove
the S0 and fix link from the leftmost tree.

LSIBLING(LMOST_ROOT) + LSIBLING(DEL_BO);
else
(The best key has children. Link them into
the right of the forest.)

LSIBLING(LMOST_ROOT) + LSIBLING(DEL_BO));

if odd(S) then
(Some, but not all, children of best root
will move up to be roots in the forest.)

if odd(S) then
(Rightmost child which will move up. MERGE_CHILD is
the rightmost child which will participate in
the merge to produce a replacement tree.)

if RESULT_PRED = RMOST_ROOT then
(As LSBING link from RMOST_CHILD is same
as LSBING link to replacement tree.)
RESULT_PRED = RMOST_CHILD;
else
Link children into forest now.
LSIBLING(RMOST_CHILD) +
LSIBLING(RMOST_ROOT);
endif
else
(The rightmost tree in the forest is an S0.
This will combine with all children of the
best root to produce the replacement tree.)

NEW_RMOST_ROOT + LSBING(RMOST_ROOT);
if RESULT_PRED = RMOST_ROOT then
(The replacement tree will be the rightmost
in the new forest, so the LSBING link
from the leftmost root will be the LSBING
link to the replacement tree.)
MOVE  I $A0 :  RESULT_PRED + NIL

ENDIF;

THE MERGER OF TWO SB'S IS A SPECIAL CASE, HANDLED HERE.

MERGE_CHILD + LSIBLING(RMOST_CHILD);

MOVE  TB, KEY(RMR);

FANLE  TB, KEY(RMC);

EXCH  RMR, RMC;

HLM  RMC, LCHILD(RMC);

GOSMP  RMC, LSIBLING(RMC);

JUMP  NC, M_DONE;

M_LOOP:  HLRZ  NC, LSIBLING(RMC);

MOVE  TB, KEY(RMR);

CANLE  TB, KEY(RMC);

EXCH  RMR, RMC;

HLM  RMC, LCHILD(RMC);

HLM  RMC, LSIBLING(TI);

HLM  RMC, LSIBLING(TI);

MOVE  MC, (NC);

JUMP  MC, M_LOOP;

M_DONE:  CALL  SAIL_R, (LMR);

JST  R_N_LM;

R_LM:  MOVEM  RMR, LMOST(Q);

JUMP  RARED, +3;

JST  EXIT;

HLM  RMR, LSIBLING(RMR);

HLM  RMR, LSIBLING(RMPRED);

JST  EXIT;

R_N_LM:  HLRZ  T0, LSIBLING(SAIL_R);

HLM  T0, LSIBLING(RMR);

JUMP  RARED, +3;

JST  EXIT;

HLM  RMR, LSIBLING(RMR);

HLM  RMR, LSIBLING(LMR);

EXIT:  SETZM  SAIL_R; LSIBLING(SAIL_R) = NIL;

SETZ  SAIL_P, (LMR);

JST  #2, (SAIL_P);

BEND  DEL_BQ;  end IDL_BQ;
2.2 **Leftist Tree.**

**TITLE**  LT
**SUBTITLE**  Leftist tree priority queue routines.
**ENTRY**  INS_LT, DEL_LT

;Registers:
\[1] SAIL_R+1  ;SAIL result register for typed procedures.
\[2] SAIL_F+17  ;SAIL regular PUL.

;Node Fields:
\[3] ROOT++ 0  ;Pointer to root of leftist tree.
\[4] SIZE++ 1  ;Fullword integer count of number of elements in queue.
\[5] DIST++ 0  ;Length of shortest (rightest) path from this node to NIL.
\[6] LEFT++ 1  ;Pointer to left child of this node (left half).
\[7] RIGHT++ 1  ;Pointer to right child of this node (right half).
\[8] KEY++ 2  ;Fullword integer or real key (i.e., node priority).

;Trap handlers:
\[9] INS_UFL:HALT  ;Here on insertion into queue with SIZE < 0.
\[10] DEL_UFL:HALT  ;Here on deletion from queue with SIZE ≤ 0.
:Leftist tree insertion and deletion.

:Registers used for linkage with MAG_LT

:by INS_LT, DEL_LT.

BEGIN MAG_LT

COMMENT * Procedure to merge two leftist trees. Called by JSP N,MAG_LT,
with the trees to be merged in P1 and Q1; returns with result tree in P1.
This procedure uses AC DIST to eliminate special checks for NIL in the
rebalancing phase; thus DIST should not conflict with ACs which the caller
expects to be preserved: SAIL_P, SAIL_R, Q, and N.

H: 5  
T: 6  
K: 7  
D: 11

MAG_LT:  

:reference(NODE) procedure MAG_LT

:*The "rightmerge" phase merges the rightmost paths
:*of P and Q into a single path, preserving the
:*property that keys decrease from the root toward
:*the leaves. Since the next phase will want to
:*traverse this path from the leaves toward the root,
:*the path is linked upward, using the RIGHT field.
:*At the end of this phase, R points to the lowest
:*node on the new path, and P contains a "leftover"
:*tree which will become a child of R.
:*R = NIL;
:*loop until QNIL or PNIL:

MOVEI R,0
JIRST QNIL

QSMALL:  

HHRZ T1,RIGHT(Q1)
HHRN R,RIGHT(Q1)
MOVEI R,(Q1)
MOVEI Q1,(T1)

DNLOOP:  

JUMPE Q1,QNIL
JUMPE P1,PNIL
MOVE K,KEY(P1)
CANLE K,KEY(Q1)
JIRST QSMALL

PSMALL:  

HHRZ T1,RIGHT(P1)
HHRN R,RIGHT(P1)
MOVEI R,(P1)
MOVEI P1,(T1)
JIRST DNLOOP

COMMENT * see QSMALL *

COMMENT * see QSMALL *

PFNIL:  

MOVE P1,(Q1)

QNIL:  

MOVE D,DIST(P1)

COMMENT * see QSMALL *

:PNIL = P + Q; D = DIST(P);
:QNIL = D + DIST(P);
:end:
:*The "rebalance" phase marches up the path
:*created by the rightmerge, interchanging the
:*left and right children of nodes as necessary
:*to guarantee that the result is leftist. At the
:*end, P1 points to the result.
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